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Beating victims charge
police delay investigation

•

-r

was told the report would be given to
Detective Richard Leland %V h0 would
Despite a 10-day delay by Orono police. contact him Monday afternoon. Chase
at least one UMO student plans to bring received no call from Leland. he said, so
he
charges against a Kappa Sigma fraternity contacted the Orono police depart
ment.
pledge as the result of a Nos. lb fracas at The department told Chase he would
be
the Oronoka Restaurant parking lot. Nine contacted by Leland the next day,
but
York Hall students were struck in the again he received no word from
the
incident and several received severe detective.
beatings at the hands of persons. some Of
Chase said he could not definately state
whom alledgedly belong to the Kappa the size of the crowd of pledges assemb
led
Sigma pledge class.
in the parking lot, but estimated the
According to Jim Chase and Charles number as between eight and fifteen
.
Cornell. two of the nine York Hall students
"It was hard to say how many of them
involved in the incident, as the group w as were involved." he said. "They seemed to
leasing the restaurant. Steve Folsom. a Phi he coming out of the woodwork. They
Kappa brother, walked through a group of started shouting they were Kappa Sigs
Kappa Sigma pledges assembled in the when they were in the parking lot."
parking lot. One pledge alledgely struck
A spokesman for Kappa Sigma said the
Folsom in the mouth, rendering him fraternity technically
has no pledge class.
partially unconscious and incurring over since none of the
prospective candidates
$200 of dental damage. When other has yet signed or
been initiated into the
members of the York Hall party came to fraternity. Howev
er. a certain number of
Folsom's aid, the fracas ensued.
students are considered as "prospective
Chase told the Campus that he has pledges" and will
become the pledge class
attempted to identify a student he after completing formali
ties.
recognized in cooperation with the Orono
According to Ellen Severance. the
police department. but has been frustrated Oronoka manager who
called the police.
by delays inside the department. Chase the two groups had
no contact inside the
said he talked with officers immediately restaurant. and Chase
maintains the attack
following the incident Friday night. and was "totally unprov
oked".
gave them a fuller report Saturday before
When the incident was over, all nine
Thanksgiving break. Chase said he feels members of the York
Hall party were
the delays were unnecessary and quoted injured, three of them
severely. Folsom
one officer involved with the case as saying was semiconscious with
substantial dental
1 he was reluctant "to get involved in a damage. Bill Howard
was unconscious.
dormitory-fraternity war."
and Jack Folker suffered a severe groin
After his report Saturday. Chase said he • VICTIMS •
see page 8
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By Jack Bell
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1_women

claim small gains
in athletic team funding
By Jan Messier

Last spring the women's physical
education department went on the warpath
, demanding increased funding for its sports
program. This year much of the noise has
subsided.
•`, -At this stage in the game I really can't
complain about the sports program. Right
now that would be really pushing it
I Compared to last year things are better.**

$10.000 budget increase received from the
university, out of which the men's dept.
obtained $500 to covet expenses incurred
by changes in the school calendar. The
remaining money was used for basic
operating expenses. said Westerman.
• WOMEN'S • see page 16

Ida Levesque
remarked Linda Levesquu
physical
education major. Compared to the men's
dept.. she added, the women do not
receive much support, but she feels
definite progress has been made since last
spring.
The head of the women's department
agrees. Mary Jo Walkup said that since
last spring the dept. has received a
"general increase all across the board."
She claims that the increase did not result
from last spring's activities but because
"the university was ready for it." She was
unable to state the amount of the increase.
According to Harold Westerman,
director of athletics, the women's physical
education department received an increase
of $7.000. These funds resulted from a

A CAMPUS POLICE officer
steps out of the eight-miles-pergallon gas gulper owned by the
department. UMO police say they

do not plan to curtail use of the
Blazer or other cars in favor of
patrolling by walking beats in an
effort
to
save
gasoline.

Trustees order extension
of one winter vacation
recomniendation ot a report

on the energy
by Paul Dunham. director ot
The UniYersity of Maine Board of Institutional Resear
ch for UM. Dunham's
Trustees voted Wednesday to extend report also
called for reduced fuel
winter vacation periods on all super U consumption
at all campuses by 20 per
campuses by one week.
cent, a reduction in travel by universit%
The Board's decision came in response officials, and
the observance of the
to national and state recommendations recommende
d 50 mile per hour speed
which asked that schools extend a winter limit.
vacation period to save heating fuels.
The Trustees' resolution prefaced the
Following the meeting, UMO President four major recomm
endations with a
Howard R. Neville told the Campus that no statement of
concern for the state and
dicision has been made concerning when or national energy
crisis and declared "its
how long UMO will extend one of it's intent that
the Chancellor and the
winter vacation periods, but a final Presid
ents of the campuses take all
decision is expected in 10 days. Among the possible
actions to alleviate the situation
proposals under consideration are: a two with due
consideration being given to the
week recess during February, instead of health, safety
and welfare of students,
the scheduled week vacation; a week faculty and
staff."
extension to the semester break in
Also included in the resolution was a
.lanuary. with only one week off in the clause which
authorized the chancellor to
middle of the semester: and a two week appoint staff
members to the position of
extension of the January break with a late Energy
Coordinator and to use one
closing of school in May.
building on each campus as a shelter for
The mandatory one week extension of a area reside
nts who lack warm housing
winter vacation period was also a major should such
a situation occur.
Chancellor Donald R. McNeil named
Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs
Stanley L. Freeman to the newly created
position.
In recommending the adoption of the
Dunham proposals. McNeil said that while
all campuses must extend the winter
take action on the question was also one of vacation period
by one week, -the
his reasons for conducting the poll.
resolution allows maximum flexibility on
"This referendum may not be that the part of each
campus to go beyond that
effective, but just the fact that it gets the period. He
added that the one week
word impeachment in the paper and gets postponement
for all campuses was
students thinking about impeachment necessary to provid
e an equal amount of
make it important," he added.
hardship for all campuses.
By Chris Spruce

crisis

Students strongly favor
impeachment, poll records
A campus poll conducted on Monday.
Nov. 19. found UMO students favor
initiation of impeachment proceedings
against Presidnet Richard M. Nixon.
The referendum held in each complex
and in the Memorial Union. reached 830
students. Student senator Camillo Dibiase.
who initiated the poll. reported that
students were overwhelmingly in favor of
impeachment by a 4 to 1 margin.

4-
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7% students responded YES to the first
question. "Do you believe the House of
Representatives should debate and vote on
the impeachment of President Nixon?",
while 193 students said NO. 21 students
abstained.
There were four questions on the
referendum. The final question. "Do vou
believe President Nixon should resign at
this time?" found 380 students answering
yes, 379 students opposed, and 59 students
abstaining.
Dibiase added that "Lots of people felt
that the senate vote did not represent the
student body so I wanted to find out if most
students were at least in favor of
impeachment proceedings." The student
senate voted 17-15 in favor of a resolution
favoring the initiation of impeachment
proceedings against the President on Nov.
13.
Dibiase stated that the fact that many
senators had said a student referendum
should be taken before the student senate

March planned
A "Walk for Impeachment" from Orono to Bangor,
sponsored by "Maine People for Constitution
al
Government"(MPFCG). will begin at 10 a.m. Saturd
ay
morning. All students are invited to participate, the
MPFCG said.
The expedition will start at Webster Park in Orono
(across from the University Motor Inn and near the
bridge) and proceed along Route 2 to the Bangor
Dan Dombrowski
Federal Building. The group plans to wind up
its walk
by mailing Second District Congressman William
Cohen a letter urging him to vote in
the House Judiciary Committee in favor of a resolut
ion to initiate impeachment
proceedings.
According to Dan Dambrowski head of MPFCG,
the walk is to "alert the public to
evidence of serious violations of President Nixon
of his oath to uphold the
constitution."
Also this past Wednesday Fred Budzhardt. Nixon'
s
are actually many more so-called 'gaps' in the White attorney, admitted that there
House tapes and I wonder how
long the American public will allow this to happe
n," said Dambrov.ski.
According to MPFCG members, literature will
be distributed during the walk
explaining the impeachment process. The MPFC
G also said it will explain during the
walk why Congress should act immediately to
convict or aquit the President of the
charges brought against him.
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Chancellor's
the Chancellor's office refused last week
to release the salaries of the university
's
chief administrative official. Chancellor
Donald R. McNeil. and his vice
chancellors. However, the official in charg
e
of releasing sfich information did say
the
Chancellor is paid more than some facul
ty
members who "are making fanta
stic
amounts of money."
The Chancellor's salary. S3".500. easily
can be found by requesting "The Snoo
p
Book" at the desk on the fifth level of
the
Folger library. The "Snoop Book"
list
salaries of all state employees, inclu
ding
university faculty members.
Ken Winters. director of personnel for
the chancellor, said such information is
extremely sensitive and "now is a bad time
for something like this to get out." He
cited the nearing of the special legislative
session as part of the reason for refusing to
release the Chancellor's salary. He did not
indicate when he felt it would be opportune
to release the figures.
The personnel department was asked by
the Campus to provide figures on the
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salaries and benefits of the Chancellor and
vice-chancellors.
"I would be very irresponsible if I told
you." Winters said about releasing the
information.
Winters said he and a committee were in
the process of analyzing the salary and
benefits of the chancellor and his
assistants. "We are now just doing some
research on it (salary and benefit
program)." he said. "We are having a
difficult time analyzing things like where
the chancellor should live."
None of the information on the progress
of the Trustee committee is for the publi
c.
Winters said it would be six months befor
e
anything would come out of committee.
"We are working on it and any informatio
n
is locked in our files, and not for the
public.
Information on salaries of administration
officials, faculty members and peopl
e
connected with the University is publi
c
information. but "I'm not going to
release.- any information on
the
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•'There are over 100 different stude
nt
activities which might qualify for use of
such vehicles,•• Blake replied after the
Senate resolution of support was sent to
his
office. He suggested the Senate purchase
car services from the university as has
Student Action Corp which obtained three
vehicles at a cost of $ti5 per month plus
gas.
Without access to university
vehicles.
DLS claims it has difficult
\ transporting
guest lecturers.

Mr. Big is looking for
bands_ If interested contact Mr. Rich at Mr. Bigs.
Telephone 866-4333
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Body Shop

324 North Main St.
Old Town
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Painting & Welding
lass Replacements
also Tune-Ups
Radiator Repairs
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Tel. 827-2400
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CANDLE-LIGHT
DINNERS
Ford Room
Memorial Union
Fri. Dec. 7. Sat. Dec. 8
6 p.m. - Curtain [8:15

pJni
For Reservations Phone
7378
.
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FOR SALE Used Washer
& Dryer. reasonably
Priced. Ed Hind, 8664227.
942-1671.

BULLETIN BOARD ADS
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Pub get

FOR SALE
1799. 1st Edition, Isiah
Thomas. Perpetual Laws
of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts Excellent
Cond. 175.00
Also. McGuffy Readers
100.00 ea. J. Towle. 67
Center St. Bangor Me.
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the gates to a flood of similar requests from
other organizations.

The fear of the Lord is
the beginning of know ledge: Fools despise
wisdom and instruction,
Proverb 107.
Tom Poole
Glen Cove, Maine 04846

TOM BENSON

0
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some w ho are making fantastic amounts of
money," Winters said. When asked if the
people making "fantastic amounts of
money" were making more than the
chancellor. Winters replied. "no, not more
than the chancellor."
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Typing Service Available,
thesis publication, termpaper. etc Tel. 989-6538

TYPING SERVICE
AVAILABLE
Mon-Fr i 8.30-5:00
Tel. 942-6789
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A Student Senate request for permission
to use a university motor pool vehicle to
ferry an occassional Distinguished Lecture
Series DLS) speaker to and from
the
airport w as met with a suggestion that they
buy a car from the university to provide
guest transportation.
The request for access to motor pool
vehicles was denied by John M. Blake. vice
president for finance and administration
during a meeting before Thanksgiving
break with Senate President Thimo
thy
Keating. The DLS request recei
ved
unanimous support from the Senate.
Oct.
23. but Blake said granting it would open

83.50 PER 100
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DLS speakers denied vehicles
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chancellor's salary or fringe benefits.
I'd
be foolish to do so." Winters said.
"If you want some good stories just
come into the office and I can give you
all
kinds of stories on benefits and salar
ies of
faculty members and other administra
tors,

STEREO — 20 - 30
Discount on All
Types/Brands Equipment
- Guaranteed - Fast
Service - Qualified Advice
- Make arrangements for
buyina during seinoester
break
CALL
7rk
OxfordC . Sousal i
437
Tel. 581-7820

1

Aor

I 11111
.
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•
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/r\ after the basketball game
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FOR SALE: 1969 FIAT
124 SPORTS COUPE
EXCELLENT
CONDITION 5.000 miles
30 MPG sacrifice $1095
Don Watson
90 5th St.
4 Bangor 9zi5_6572
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' Pledges are sponsoring a. \\\11//,
'
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I CAMPUS BULLETIN BOARD

There are positions still open for Fres
hman
Orientation Summer Staff. We
need
students from Tech. LSA and indiv
iduals in
the sciences and math programs from
A &
S The program runs for seven week
s and
pays $90 per week plus room and
board
Applications can be picked up through
next
Dec. 5th.
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By Roger Walton
and Kate Arno
Some residents of Penobscot Hall have
folioed a Students for Fair Housing
Committee, fearing they will be displaced
if their dorm converts to a male residence
next year. The Penobscot women are afraid
they will not receive the standard
squatter's rights privileges during the
annual spring signup period.
The University Housing Committee.
where the lifestyle proposal made by
Residential Life is now being weighed
before going on for President Neville's
consideration, has organized a special
sub-committee on room selection and
overcrowding which is looking at the room
selection process. The question of
Penobscot's situation is one of the
fundamental concerns of the committee.
Residential Life did not include any
measures concerning room selection in its
recommendations designed to provide
alternate lifestyles for dorm residents.
Early reaction from the Housing
Committee on the new proposals has been
favorable. A preliminary vote of the
committee members showed unanimous
approval of the proposal but a desire to
keep investigating the details, hence the
establishment of the sub-committee.
However. Penobscot residents do not
want to give up their dormitory and even

though UMO president Howard Neville has
yet to see the housing proposals. petitions
are being circulated asking him to
"reconsider adoption of the housing
proposals."
Noting Penobscot residents think of the
dorm as "more than just a place to stay."
and calling it more like a community-type
thing," Penobscot resident and Housing
Committee member Wanita Bean explained residents are concerned about how
they will replace the atmosphere they have
created at Penobscot. Penobscot residents
do not want to be scattered across the
campus next fall, she explained. The
residents want guarantees they will receive
preferential treatment for squatters rights.
Inter-Dorm Board and Housing Committee member Mike Baker met with
Penobscot residents Wednesday night and
assured them preferential treatment would
be given the residents during the mass
transfer if the proposals are adopted.
Guidelines for squatters' rights are being
drawn up by a Housing subcommittee.
Baker said.
One Penobscot resident assured Baker
Wednesday that the dorm's residents
"were not presenting just an emotional
argument". The main committee of sixteen
residents." she said. "have legitimate
reasons for wanting to remain in Penobscot
and arc working on alternatives."
She said Penobscot residents not only
wanted to remain in their dorm because of

a
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Thinking the housing proposals would
reach President Neville's desk- by
Christmas. the residents explained they
had started the petition. Baker said.
though. the proposals will probably not
reach the president before Christmas since
1DB and Housing Committee final
approvals and squatters' rights guide lines
are not yet completed.
"The petition." a Penobscot Hall
resident said. "also helps us find out how
many students are with us. If there aren't
many, then we aren't going to fight the
whole campus—we aren't going to fight a
futile battle."
According to Baker. "Although initial
reaction to the proposal on the part of some
students may be unfavorable, it is
generally acceptable once the whole
proposal is reviewed and the ensuing
benefits are perceived."
Other studies are being made into
standardization of services in residence
halls and possible renovations to the
number of classified employees needed to
maintain each dorm.

Trustees hit students
with $20 residence hike

The Board of Trustees made it official
yesterday—UMO's resident students will
have to dig into their pockets next semester
for an additional $20 toward their room and
board fees.
At its monthly meeting. the Board
resolved to authorize UMO's administration to increase the room and board fees
effective next semester, as plans to thwart
the increase dissolved when legal counsel
advised that $2.25 million in debt services
reserves could not be used to erase a
$92,000 deficit incurred by employee wage
increase last summer.
The $20 increase will jump residence
rates from $1,190 per semester to S1.210 at
UMO and from $1,140 to $1,160 at UMB.
Warning signals were also given by
Board Finance Committee Chairman
James Page that more increases in resident
fees are coming next fall Page told the

for licensing procedures
The UMO 'B Pub Committee got a
long-awaited boost from the University of
Maine Board of Trustees Wednesday when
it approved a resolution allowing the
committee to go ahead with final liquor
licensing procedures.
The question of licensing is still
uncertain since the Liquor Commission has
said the Board could not hold the license.
However. Vice Chancellor for Business and
Finance Herbert Fowle says that the
opinion is not final.
According to supporters of the proposal.
the problem arises because the pub
proposal. which the Board approved, states
that Residential Life hold the liquor license
for the pub which means the Board would
ultimately be the licensee since Residential
Life falls under its jurisdiction.
The final decision whether the Trustees
can hold the license will probably come
from the Attorney General's office.
In the meantime, the resolution has
empowered UMO President Howard
Neville to pursue final arrangements for
the pub. including attempts to clear tip any
problem relating to licensing. The Board

n ninnn Crt a%40.1111

the atmosphere or the building but because
it was a single-sex dorm. Baker assured the
group that under the proposals. enough
spaces in the remaining single-sex dorms
at Hart and Androscoggin would
accomodate all the women who preferred
that arrangement.
Student Senate member Bill Leonard.
speaking with Baker Wednesday, urged
Penobscot resdidents to "fight for what
you want." He explained the purpose of
Ellison's proposals is to offer alternative
life styles to every student. "If you cannot
get what you want." he said referring to
space in a single-sex dorm, " then the
proposal isn't doing what it claims to do."
-What it boils down to," Baker told
Penobscot residents, "is we are asking you
to make a sacrafice." He explained the
housing proposals, if accepted. would
affect every campus resident at once so the
transitions each one has to make will be
easier than by piecemealing the changes.
He asked Penobscot residents to consider
the 4000 other campus residents who will
be affected by the alternate life style
changes.

Pith gets final go ahead
By Chris Spruce

also instructed Neville to report a final
draft of the pub proposal at the Board's
next meeting in January.
The Board left intact the proposals made
by the Pub Committee to have one central
pub with a "Class A- license temporarily
operating out of the Bear's Den which
would allow the sale of all types of alcoholic
beverages, including beer, wine and hard
liquors. The proposal for five complex
"pubs" also remains intact, although
President Neville has stipulated that they
will not operate on a regular basis.
Trustee John Donovan, chairman of the
Board's Student Affairs Committee, in
recommending that the Board approve the
resolution, said the question at hand at
Wednesday's meeting was. "Does the
Board accept the concept of the Pub?"
Nine trustees answered Donovan•s
question affirmatively. The sole "no" vote
was cast by Trustee Carlton Day Reed. who
explained. "I drink wet, but vote dry."
Trustee Kenneth Ramage objected to a
vote on the Pub issue, claiming he wasn't
informed enough -to vote intelligently- on
the resolution. Ramage abstained from
voting.

McNeil ..o
is nored
Donald
K.
McNeil, chancellor
of the University of Maine, has
been
named to the governing Execut
ive
Committee of the National Association
of
State Universities and Land -Gran
t
Colleges.
The Executive Committee, which
numbers 16, is composed of the officers of
the councils of the Association. It makes
recommendations for action in Congressional matters and is a major policy-making
body in the field of higher education.

Board that his committee has alread
y
begun to investigate what increases
will be
needed for next fall.
Student leaders failed to formulate
a
feasible alternate plan to the increa
se.
although the University ot Maine
Organization of Student Governments and
the Inter-Dorm Board discussed several
proposals since last month's Board
meeting at which the proposal was tabled.

Debate team
discusses energy
in first contest
A novice UMO de.:ate tt am faces its first
test this year wher it &Dates the energy
crisis at Southe -n Connecticut State
College Nov. 16— 18.
The issue to be debated is: "Resolved:
That the Federal Government should
control supply and utilization of energy in
the United States." Debating the negative
side of the issue for Maine are Stephen
Kenney and Susan P)wers. John Baldacci
and Robert Clark wil take the affirmative
view .
Dr. Maryann Nauman. head of the
debate team. said it is scheduled for six
rounds of debates. Ei,ch round lasts from
I' '4 to I
hours. 12 schools from across
the country will participate in the event.
Hartman said the team lost most of its
varsity members last year. Most members
who are going to Connecticut arc novices
although some have debated in high
school.
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TAKE OUT AND DELIVERY SERVICE
866-3118

Gold Stara' Cleaners
Phileo Launder Center

137 S.Maln, Old

Town; 198

Wilson, Brewer; 440 Main, Bangor

************************

ORDER ONE OF OUR DELICIOUS PIZZA
S OR
UPERSUBS AND WE'LL DELIVER TO YOUR
DORM
LONG WITH YOUR FAVORITE
BEVERAGE — BEER — WINE — SODA

OPEN IIAM-11P.s,4 1

************************

EIGHT POUNDS DRY CLEANING
for $1.50
Cut out this ad or any part of it and bring to
GOLD STAR for 25% discount on all
professional dry cleaning services This
offer good until Dec. 31, 1973.
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6 PM-11 PM
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The vocal criticism surrourn1 :.g funding for
women's sports seems to have dimmed
considerably since last year. Although women
are less inclined to voice their criticism, in some
quarters the issue is still simmering. The
muted attitude seems to be the result of
intimidation—some women have expressed
concern that by speaking out they will
jeopardize the small gains made last year.
The gains they worry about are small
indeed—a meager additional $7,000 was
allocated this year to the women's division
which supports eight intercollegiate sports
teams. Although the ratio of men to women on
campus is 4:3, the ratio of funds allocated to
men's and women's athletics is 5:1. The
football team's budget alone equals one-half
the entire amount spent to support women's
physical education, intramurals and varsity
sports. Men's sports teams receive more than
four times the amount women receive for all
aspects of their athletic program. The $7000
hike the women received equals less than two
per cent of the men's athletic budget.
It is unrealistic to expect the Phys Ed
Department to suddenly slash the men's funds
to support women's sports on an equal basis.
Women's collegiate sports are not strong
enough to compete with men either physically
or financially and the number of women
involved in the program does not warrant
several hundred thousand dollars, as Harold
Westerman, director of physical education, is
quick to point out.
But Westerman is equally quick to point out
the effect money has on the level of
competition. Money available to sports at UMO
is considerably less than the sums spent at
other Yankee Conference Schools. "I can tell
you," Westerman says. ''that we are not even
playing the same ballgarne.•• when he
enviously discusses the amounts other
universities spend on intercollegiate sports. His
assessment is undoubtedly correct. However
the question is what "ballgame.• should we be
in?
Sports should encourage the largest number
of people possible to participate in whatever
level of competition they find enjoyable. The
stress should not be on producing a Yankee
Conference championship team—in football
one of the most enjoyable rivalries in the state
is between Bates and Bowdoin, both of which
have dropped UMO because they could not
afford to compete with the resources of a larger
school—but should be placed on playing sports
for the enjoyment, involving as many students
as possible. The level of competition means
little if the object and intent of the athletic
program is to produce bigger and better teams
for the sake of a stab at some prestigious title.
We realize several dedicated athletic
boosters find such talk sacrilegious. However,
we cannot cite a single example in the national
collegiate football, basketball or baseball ranks
where school athletics has led to a better
scholastic program—which,lest we forget.
is the reason for attending college.
We believe it would be much wiser for Mr.
Westerman to forsake the high-geared athletics
for a larger and more comprehensive program
for all students, both men and women.
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Sweet land of
As the United States of America approaches
its 200th anniversary, the liberties of the
Founding Fathers concerning free speech.
assembly and organization face their most
crucial tests. Not only does America relax
complacently under the rule of a vicious and
intolerant leader, but also rekindles the
anti-civil liberties fire of the McCarthy era.
Several incidents within the last month
clearly indicate a return to the name-calling.
blackballing days of the early Fifties.
In Hattiesburg. Miss. at the University of
Southern Mississippi, the ACLU recently filed
suit against the administration for dismissing
faculty members directly or indirectly
associated with campus chapters of the ACLU
and the Progressive Student Association. The
ACLU's complaint charges that a philosophy
professor, six weeks after he was appointed
adviser to the ACLU on campus, was notified
that his contract would not be renewed for the
1973-74 academic year.
The dismissal comes only a year after a U.S.
Court of Appeals enjoined the University from
continuing to ban the ACLU organization. The
philosophy professor agreed to take the job
because students could not find a faculty
adviser. For this he was fired.
In Fayetteville, Ark. at the University of
Askansas, a history professor was notified his
contract would not be renewed because he was
teaching students from a Marxist point of view.
The professor did not broadcast this fact but
merely told his students that his interpretation
of history was from the Marxist angle, thus
warning them of his bias so they, as responsible
adults, could accept or reject that
interpretation.
Askansas' medieval legislature, particularly
State Rep. Frank Henslee, launched an all out
crusade to remove the professor from his
position immediately. Henslee says he does not
want to deny the professor's right to free
speech, but does want to control where that
"free speech" is exercised.
Incredible!
In another reactionary vein, parents and the
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school board in a small Norh Dakota community
banned the use of Kurt Vonnegut's
Slaughterhouse Five and other controversial
literature on the grounds that it exposed their
children to "obscene" material. Subsequently.
Vonnegut's book was confiscated from the high
school students and burned.
Anyone who thinks high school students are
too young to be exposed to a literary work such
as Slaughterhouse Five has to be a throwback
to the Victorian Age. No one disputes the fact
that the book contains some graphic description
of biological functions and military atrocities.
But one would think that junior and senior high
school students are old enough to digest this
material without permanent intellectual
damage
These highstrung reactionaries purporting to
be protectors of their childrens' moral
judgment are less than realistic in a world
which demands so much responsibility on the
part of its youth. Students who are raised to
defer all matters of moral and political concern
to an authoritarian figure are certainly prime
candidates for the influences of fascist political
forces. Without exposure to the harsh (or not so
harsh) realities of life, they cannot be expected
to make rational decisions of political and social
import. It is a damn shame that Americans
persist in their fear of exposing all segments of
their society to the myriad ideas of moral, social
and political thought.
It is even more upsetting to hear remarks
such as the one offered by a housewife in that
small North Dakota community concerning
national press coverage of the book burning
debacle: What her community does is not the
business of the rest of America.
Heavy!
The sad fact, however, is that somewhere
amid the banning and burning of
Slaughterhouse Five is the violation of a basic
American right—the right to read and print
anything. The flames consuming those books
could very well foreshadow a more serious
burning at some later date: That of our
Constitution.
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THE SENATE REPLIES:
Senate referendum support reflects constinuenev...
To the editor:
I recognize an editorial is an
expression of opinion, and not
necessarily an objective report
of an event. But a reporter
usually derives his opinion from
facts, and does not produce
facts that cortesixmd to his
opinion. In your Nov. 15
editorial, **Responsibility on the
Home Front." the facts you
base your opinion on simply are
not a true account of the events
and the facts of the Nov. 13
meeting of the Student Senate.
You stated that the passage of
the resolution to support the
impeachment of President Nixon prompted a walk-out. This
was not the case, as stated by
your own reporter. Tom
Sinclair. Many senators had
much more to say about this
important issue, including myself. But Student Government
president Tim Keating refused
to recognize anybody for further
debate. This prompted the
walk-out, and not the results of
the vote.
You also state that the
senator-. N't ho voted against the
impeachment resolution were
"merely participating in a
coyer-up of their own to protect
the university's image." It
would hay e been simpler and
more accurate to simply ask me.
and the other senators why we
voted the way we did, instead of
trying to second guess our
•••
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intentions. And it you would
have gone to the "trouble" of
asking me why I voted the way I
did. I would have responded
in the following way.
While talking to students in
Gannett Hall, the dorm 1
represent. many of them were
not only split on whether the
President should be impeached,
hut many felt that the Senate
should not go on recording as
the voice of the student body as
favoring the impeachment
move. But one fact was clear —
the overwhelming majority
thought the student body should
decide how it stands on this
particular issue via a referendum. It was those views that I
N as elected to represent and
those views I did represent. You
saw fit to interpret my vote and
the votes of other senators as
"bordering on the same
mentality that led to the
atrocities committed to protect
the President." I guess a lot of
us students must have that
"Watergate Mentality." But let
me ask you one question. When
was the last time you ventured
out of your enclave to talk with a
few students?
You went on to state that the
Student Senate was reluctant to
condemn "bugging. burglary.
bribery. perjury, obstruction of
justice. influence peddling.
secret police. secret wars, and a
host of other crimes." The

simple truth of the matter,
which you obviously overlooked
was that we were not voting to
condemn crimes. We were
voting on whether the Student
Senate should go on record as
favoring the impeachment of
President Nixon. I am sure that
if we were voting on the
principle to condemn such
crimes, there would be little
doubt of the outcome.
You conclude that there is a
crisis of leadership then
senators try to "palm off their
responsibilities on a referendum." You go on to state "that
if we can not represent the
students, we should ask
ourselves what the hell we are
doing there." As I stated
earlier, most students wanted a
referendum so they could be
afforded the opportunity to
represent themselves in whether the student body should go
on record as favoring or
disfavoring impeachment. According to you. I and many other
senators "lack the courage to
take a stand on a controversial
issue." I believe that this is not
the case. What I and many other
senators did do, was to have the
common sense to talk with many
students whom we represent,
and in turn represent their
wishes on the senate floor.
Rick gomanow
Student Senator
Gannett Hall

•s.•L
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To the editor:
Your Nov. 15 editorial page
was devoted to the Senate vote
endorsing the impeachment of
President Nixon. The various
editorials contained inaccurate
statements and allegations
which I. as a member of the
Senate and as sponsor of the
student referendum resolution.
believe warrant a response.
The Campus stated that the
proposed Senate-sponsored
student referendum on impeachment sas an attempt to
"pass the buck". As sponsor of
the motion. I assure you it was
not. Those of us v.ho supported
a student referendum felt it
v.ould be the surest, most
accurate statement of student
opinion. We felt we owed the
best means of expression to the
student body on this extremely
important issue. Moreover,
many students on this campus
do not believe that consideration
of national issues is within the
realm of the Senate—they elect
student government to deal with
university issues and U.S.
congressmen to deal with
national issues. This body of
thought may or may not be the
majority opinion, but it is one
which ought to be considered
and accommodated in the
actions of any democratically
representative Senate. A student referendum was much
more acceptable to these
students than a Senate vote.
The editorial stated that a
referendum "would not dissolve
the Senate's responsibilities.
but because of the greater
accuracy of a referendum and

ers for national representation
because of its apparent acceptability to a greater number of
students. many Senators felt
that the referendum was the
Senate's responsibility.
The Campus's many criticisms of the 15 senators who
voted against the impeachment
resolution dwelled on the
alleged possibilities of personal
cowardice, abdication of moral
duties, and the implications of
the Senate which displayed
these qualities; but these
criticisms totally failed to
acknowledge the fact that the
Senators were voting to
represent not their personal
views but those of their
constituents. In fact, the
editorial criticisms seemed
predicated on the assumption
that the Senators were voting on
the basis of their own opinions.
This was clearly not the
case—the debate revealed that
the vast majority of senators had
polled or sampled the opinions
of their constituents on the
issue; moreover, the vote on
endorsing impeachment had
been tabled for one week
specifically to allow the senators
time to contact their constituents on the question. In short.
the 17-15 vote did not reveal a
conservative or cowardly Senate—it revealed the Student
Senate's conception of the
campus attitudes on impeachment.
The intelligence. and integrity'
of many people who have
dedicated themselves to student
government were assaulted and
even abused by the criticisms
and allegation in your editorials

regarding the impeachment
resolution. Further research
into the background factors of
the debate and votes may well
have revealed to the Campus a
more complex picture than the
simple black and white portrayal
presented to the reader. The
Campus would have found, for
example. that few if any
senators are reluctant to
condemn criminality in public
office. .and that many senators
had, in fact, thought a great
deal about their responsibilities
before the meeting. More
extensive behind-the-scenes research would not only bring
Campus editorials closer to the
ideal of journalistic ethic but
also allow the newspaper to
publish more informative editorials of greater value to the
student body.
Finally, because of the
statistics of the Senate vote on
impeachment the Campus suggested that a "crisis of
leadership" exists. Nothing
could be further from the truth.
In trying to represent the views
of the student body, the
senators refrained from the
arrogant unrepresentative use
of power and instead conscientiously carried out their
representative duties. This
subordination of personal opinion to elected responsibility is
best taken as the sign of good
and well-intentioned leadership—in the words of a German
politician. "I am their leader.
therefore I must follow them."
Stephen Aylward
314 Cumberland Hall
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Nix on Nixon presidency
To the editor:
As a member of the student
body and as a freshman at
Orono. I would take issue with
the narrow vote of the Student
Senate on the question of
impeachment. Those Senators
who stood fast and pressed for a
vote should be congratulated for
their action. I would have hoped
that the ideals imbued into our
constitution were not just
flowery phrases and empty
rhetoric that in fact the
"Government of the people and
by the people" meant just
exactly what the framer of the
Constitution intended them to
mean.
In the case of President
Nixon, he was popularly
elected, but nowhere did the
American people give him
absolute power. If the presidential powers of office are
absolute, than a worthier man
than Mr. Nixon should have
been elected. We all know that
the best person is not always
elected but if we ask ourselves
one simple question: "If we
were voting on a board of
directors for a man to direct the
affairs of a corporation and he
abused his position, would we
keep him on or remove him?"
Some people may genuinely
doubt the sageness of impeach-

ment because it would " eaken
the presidency" but what real
damage could occur if people
were exercising their consitiutional rights.
The narrow vote appeared to
be a test of the rightness or
wrongness of impeachment
itself, and not a question of, "Is
Mr. Nixon setting an example
which will truly weaken the
presidency of the United States
by encouraging presidents yet
to be elected to follow his
example?"
All elected officials have a
responsibility to the people who
elect them. The president must
be impeached and held as
accountable as even the lowest
officeholder. To require the
resignation of a local school
board member on malfeasance
of office and not require it of the
president is a double standard
and will do more to encourage
corruption in our system of
government, especially to officials in high office, than any
other action on our part.
Let's pull our heads together
and maintain the integrity of the
presidency by showing that we
care about our future and have
no desire to turn the presidency
into a monarchy!
Roxie Cowan
430 Kennebec Hall

No outcry over gay support
To the editor:
Student Senate President Tim
Keating's reasoning that allocating. funds to the Wilde-Stein
Club. the University gay
organization, would result in
adverse publicity for the
University is notable not only for
its probable inaccuracy, but
more importantly for its
insensitivity and ignorance.
Outside of Maine most
colleges and institutions of
higher learning have now sortie
form of gay organizations. At
Columbia University. in New
York. gay students have been
granted a special lounge in one
of the dormitories. Many
schools regularly hold dances
for those who prefer their own
gender. At the University of
Colorado for example. gay
dances draw an average of 400
students. Gay dances are held
monthly in Bangor at the
Unitarian Parish House on Main
Street. Notice of the dances are
publicized in the Maine Times.
The Gay Support and Action
Groups's sign is permanently
attached to the building and
clearly readable from the
Bangor House, across the
street. There has been no public
outcry nor any hostile incidents.
an sorry that Mi. Keating is
basing his opposition to funding
of the Club on an imagined
negative reaction among Maine
taxpayers. Blacks. Indians.
women etc. would be in a poor
way were they represented by
people reasoned in that manner.
It's easy to dismiss gay people.
Sterotypes to some people are
easy to believe. What is less
palpable to others is that
according to the Kinsey
statistics—almost 10 per cent of
our population is likely to
be exclusively homosexual.
That% one person in 10. It means
that in all probability each of us
has a relative. a neighbor or a
friend who is homosexual.
Because of the brutal
attitudes society holds toward
those whose only "crime" is
that they chose to love their own
sex it is not surprising that most
homosexual people feel they

cannot reveal their propensity.
To do so might well result in the
loss of respected friends, and
one's job. Fortunately society 's
attitudes are changing. albeit
slowly.
As a closing footnote may I
add that the Gay Academic
Utii:In an organization of gay
college iileliristrators and
faculty. held
annual conference at th e John Jay College of
Criminal Justice in New York
City t'lis past weekend.
Participatin were many distinguished college people from all
over the Jnited States and
Canada.
The Gay Revolution has come
to Maine. It is as inevitable as it
is overdue. Let us listen and
communicate with our gay
brothers and sisters. We have
much to learn.
name withheld by request

'Flianlo for aid
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To the editor:
I'd like to thark you and your
staff for the fin article which
appeared art Vista ancl due Prace
Corps in the Octeber 18th issue
of your newspaper. I'm positive
that it aided our efforts a great
deal. While on campus we
received 29 compieted applications. better results than our
similar '.isit the p-evious year.
And more are still :oming in via
the mail.
Our next visit to ''our school is
scheduled for January. 21-24,
with interviews a the Placement Office on the dates of
January 21-23. And we hope to
stop-in to see you prior to the
actual recruitment visit to give
you further detail% and up-to date information concerning
Vista and the Peac Corps needs
for the Spring and Summer of
Thanks once again!
Todd W. Baumgardt
ACTION Repre%entat iv c
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'Melling pot' needs stirring
To Inc editor:
In a letter to the editor. Mr.
Tom Piker called for es ery one to
forget their cultural and
histoncal backgrounds in the
"melting pot" of the university.
Mr. Piker urges all to
concentrate on being Americans.
Mthough the United States
has been the "melting pot" of
the w orld. different peoples
has e kept some hint of their
backgrounds. In follow ing generations there has been a
blossoming of ethnic interest
and pride. Being a member of a
minority group. I hate experienced this. I am more interested
in my Jew ish background and
culture than my parents es er
have been or will be.
On the campus. I has e very
little, if any way of expressing
my Judaism. The Franco-Americans on campus are proud of a
heritage that they cannot, and
most likel%. will not be allowed to
forget. and they are trying to
express their feelings for this
heritage by making it known to

others and solving the problems
that has e resulted from its
effects on them.
I hate not heard any requests
for flying the French flag in
place of the Star Spangled
Banner. only a suggestion for a
little consideration on the part of
the faculty and staff for those for
shorn the English is a second
language. I am sure that the
foreign students enrolled at
UMO re,-eise this consideration
from their I.i.1111 members.
Se‘ondly . Mr. Piker, please
do not request that anyone grse
up a heritage precious to them
to become an "American'•.
What is so great about being an
American? Ask a foreigner of
their impressions of the
American. and it most likely will
not be a positise one.
The American is a delicate
mixture of many other peoples
and cultures. Asking one to gise
up his historical background is
taking something away from
America.
Daniel Fleishman
Somerset Hall

If no ethnics, why ethnic prejudice?
To the editor:
Somehow as I read the letter
concerning being Americans.
not ethnics. I wonder how such
people would react if they found
out just how much ethnic
prejudice — and that's the Nord
— there really is on this
campus.
It doesn't bother me to he
called "Frenchie" or "Frog".
or es en :1 "damn Frenchman —
because Its true. I'm proud of
being Franco — I souldn't trade
it for the world. But it shames
me. disgusts me in fact. to hear
nix Franco friends curse and

sear because of remarks made
to them by Anglos. Irish. or any.
other group because of their
accent, background. or any
other item affecting their lis es.
I agree x holeheartedly that
we are all American. and we
should be. But then. America
U.S. and Canada both) was one
of the last continents to he
discos ered. and it was settled bs.
people from all met' the world.
including Erans.e. England.
ss hich is supposed to be Our
"mother" countrs and others.
Ms. whole isoint is. if xx c art.all •• Nmerican". xx Its then is

there so much discrimination
against the French. That's
ss here the "insensitis its'' of the
imisersits comes in.
I don't think that the problem
is so much that we be
differentiated as much as that
we arc differentiated, then
made to suffer by it. We're no
different than anyone else—so
why separate us? This separation
has affected many of us since
grammar school w hen N e are
forced to learn a new language
that we don't understand. The
1,1111e
problem also affects
children of Russian. German.
Italian. and other immigrants.
Whs pick on Francos? Because
wt.. speak a different language
among oursels es? We speak
Franco. not Fru it, h.
Arc sou jealous?
The logic on this campus
realls gets to nit'. J'aimerais
Hen qu'on se parlerait dune
maniere egale. sans — bitcher'',
sans juger. Cest-tu possible?
Slerci beaucoup.

No one escapes heritage
Fo the editor:
Mr. Piker. sour motto. "Let's
all be w hat w e are — Americans
— and no less." really puizles
me. You can't as oid being
ethnic ans more than you can
deny the language and culture
which are intrinsic to your life.
And becoming aware of and
learning how to appreciate one's
cultural heritage invokes a
unique experience for each
person.
What does "American" mean

to You? Were the nails e Indians
American? Did our attitude help
to shape and place them neatls.
into true "American Societs"?
Net todas . we reflect and admire
certain aspects of their former
life sts les and various customs.
Let's face it. we Americans
could use something new
besides more super-duper snack
shacks and new soft drinks.
Bob La Rochelle
Unrs ersits Cabins
4 Allagash Road

Denise Marie Cordnlia Carrier
Une tranc4J-anierieaine here
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Can you order
a six pack to
your dorm?
YES
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The Paulists

are trying

to meet the
challenge
of today's world
in city streets
and suburban homes
on the campus
and in the parish
facing the issues
of poverty and peace
injustice and war
and listening
for sounds of love
and signs of hope
using their own talents

in their own way
to achieve their
to help Christ
communicate
the ideas
from His mind
to the minds
of all men
For more information about the
Paulists, America's first religious
community, send for the PAULIST
PAPERS—a new vocation kit of
articles, posters and recordings.
W rite to
Father Donald( Campbell,
Room 104

Paulist
Fathers
415 west 59thSt., New
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The "class struggle"

8

Collins fights two-front battle against pre-registration lines
By George Lauriat
You stood in line for two hours to
register only to find that the classes you
chose were closed due to full enrollment.
Now you take your place again at the end
of
the line and thumb through your already
dog-eared time schedule book.
You don't like the hassle of late
registration any more than the man behind
the desk at the end of that line in which you
are standing. So why not avoid the
crushing crowds who leave registration to
the List moment as everyone seems to do
oh hristmas shopping?

John F. Collins. associate registrar.
considers registration a war with several
battle fronts.
On one front. Collins wants to get
students to register early.
We place
notices in the newspaper and mail notices
to the students and advisors and faculty"
Collins said. "Despite all this early
warning, people still ha‘en't returned all
pre-registration material as yet."
On another front. Collins trys to obtain
spaces in classes which are over-subscribed. By going to a department and
showing a definite demand for a particular
class. Collins has been able to increase

Victims charge delay
•continuedlrom page 2
injury. Chase. Cornell. William Luke, Bob
Wright. Bob Vaschon and Don Cadwell
received facial lacerations and bruises.
The assailants apparently fled the
Oronoka parking lot when they sighted an
approaching Orono police crusier with its
blue light operating. No one was taken into
police custody at the scene.
Concerned about the delays by the
Orono police department, Chase made an
appointment through the Student Government offices with university lawyer Sam
Nesbitt.
Contacted by the Campus Wednesday.
Orono detective Leland said he has made
another appointment to discuss the case
with Chase. Leland said he had no

available classroom space. So far the
departments have cooperated. Collins said.
For the fall semester. 1972. 84 of an
original 122 over-subscribed courses (69
per cent) were adjusted to accommodate
1.488 student requests from an original
2,755(54 per cent). In the spring semester.
19'3, 83 per cent of the over-subscribed
courses were adjusted to accommodate
56.6 per cent of the original requests.
Seniors receive first preference on the
assumption that it is their last chance to
pick-up the course, and so on down the
ladder to the lowly freshman. Barring any
unforseen disaster, a period of six to eight
eeks labor will produce a final class
schedule. And if you don't like your
schedule. you can go through the
nightmare of add and drop.
Since John Collins came to UMO three

years ago. he has been compiling statistics
on all aspects of registration. Last year,
20,000 to 21.000 add-and-drops were
processed as compared to about 16.000 this
fall. The move by Collins' to get more
classroom spaces has helped to alleviate
this problem. The number of add and drops
for this campus is high. Collins said, and
eventually the number should drop to
10.000.
The final process is slow as all
registration cards are handled by hand.
The computer system handles only the
print out of the standard cards. The entire
system should be computerized said
Collins. With the new computer center,
Collins hopes to see the whole system, and
not just registration but billing as well,
computerized.

comment concerning the 10-day delay.
The entire matter is under investigation
and I can say nothing at this time." he
said.
Contacted before press time. an Orono
police department spokesman said two
summonses have been served in
connection with the incident. but he said he
did not know the names of the recipients.
Detective Leland. in charge of the case.
was unavailable for comment.
Only one of the alleged assailants was
recognizable. Chase said, and he was
witnessed kicking one of the York Hall
group already knocked down. Until a
conference with an attorney and pending
positive identification of the man. Chase
said he will delay signing a formal
complaint.

SENIORS

HAS THE WAR ENDED?

If you have not vet made an
appointment to have your senior
picture taken for the 1971 PRISM
you may do so in the Ham Room
on the third floor of the Union
between 8:30AM-5:00PM:
Nov. 28—Dec. 7

For many American students,
the Battle ofSoutheast Asia has
ended, but the battle within the
hearts of her people—the pains
of sickness, hunger. fear and
death rage on with horrendous
force.
Americans view the signs of
Southeast Asia as symptomatic
of the global condition.
American missioners labor

through subhuman co•iditions
around the globe. We perpetuate the battle—ti liberate
the struggling masse; from the
causes of wars.
NO MORE WAR! WAR
NEVER AGAIN! Let us work
for that goal by dcfeating the
structures that oppress and
exploit mankind.

MANKIND OUR MISSION explains a new and exciting training
,,rogram for
future missioners. Will you volunteer?
For your free copy of MANKIND OUR MISSION write:
M";'''" u!ssioners. Chestnut Hh. Mass. 021b7
NAME
STREET
CITY

STATE

ZIP
TMC

FREE
Register for Christina: Drawing
Ti. Stockings for Pets
TOP PRIZE WORTH S25
Sian up Sig. Up Each Time You Shop
Plus: 10% DISCOUNT
ON ALL PURCHASES TILL CHRISTMAS

ngor get, @I-Lc
1599 Union St.
942-1347
one mile beyond the Airport Mall

GAMBINO'S

GAMBINO'S Food Specials

1. Spaghetti & Steak

—$2.50

2. Spaghetti & Veal Cutlet

—$1.75

3. Half—a—Fried Chicken
4. Fried Clam Dinner

—$1.95
—$1.95

DAILY LUNCHEON SPECIALS

WE NOW HAVE PIZZA' MADE FROM OUR
OWN FRESH DOUGH AND SAUCE.
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For far-sighted students, observatory
4Leammi,
k

imummemisior--

the mall, only to be moved again to its
present site when Fogler Library was built.
Interest in the observatory ran fairly
Several shadowy figures huddled around
high until around 1920, explains Farnham.
the delicate instrument in the chilled.
After Nit it dwindled and responsibility for
dimly lit room. One of them squatted
its operation bounced back and forth
behind its narrow eyepiece while the rest
several times between the physics and
peered upward through the open roof at a
mathematics departments. A few years
clear, star-dappled sky.
ago. interest was rekindled and a
"What are you looking at now?"
semi-volunteer organization maintained
"Mars."
the facility. But it was sorely in need of
One by one they stepped up for a long
improvements: none had been made since
look. Through the telescope they saw the
1920.
red planet. moon-sized and glimmering.
In the past year-and-a-half, however, a
"Can you dig it'' a long-haired student
complete
overhauling and modernization of
asked his girlfriend.
the building and equipment at a cost of
"Yea.•• she replied. intrigued.
S24.000 have brought the observatory
Soon, a hidden motor hummed as one of
up-to-date and interest in it has picked up
the star-gazers pressed a button to rotate
once again.
the silver dome overhead automatically.
Currently under supervision of the
Another swung the long telescope around
Department of Mathematics and Astronoand down so that it vi as almost verticle.
my. the observatory is run by a large
Some final adjustments were made and the
student staff. Farnham, a senior majoring
Andromeda galaxy. 2.000 light years from
in computing science. and Bill Vanderearth, came into view as a faint cloud of
clock, a sohpomore pre-med student are
light in the distant darkness.
apid by Public Information and Central
"Oh. wow ." said another student as he
Services to head the observatory and
squinted into the eyepiece. After a pause.
planetarium programs. but the rest of the
he said it again.
dozen or so students on the staff are
Such reactions are quite common at the
volunteers. They come from many different
L'MO observatory, where amateur
academic fields. says Farnham, and
astronomers, interested students and other
several are female.
fascinated visitors turn their eye to the sky
— Most of them just happened to drop by
every clear night of the academic year.
the observatory one night." he explains.
An unobtrusive little building perched
"they came back another night and came
on a small rise just south of the Memorial
back another night. Finally, we put them to
Union. it is. nevertheless, the largest
work."
observatory operating in Maine. according
On clear nights during the week the
to Dav id B. Farnham. director of staff and
observatory gets about SO visitors. says
operations.
Farnham. most of them students. On
It may also be one of the oldest. Back in
weekends. when the weather cooperates,
1900. Dean John Norris Hart. the man after
the number doubles. Farnham estimates
which Hart Hall is named, and a man who
that bv the end of the year as many as
"had a very keen interest in astronomy."
5.000 persons will have stopped in.
says Farnham, convinced the university to
The main attraction and the staff's pride
build an observatory where Aubert Hall ow
and joy is, of course, the eight inch
stands. Later. w hen Aubert Hall was built.
diameter refractor telescope built in 1900
the observatory was moved to the head of

by Tom Sinclair
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WINTER-SPORTS SPECIAL
BASKETBALL—INDOOR- TRACK—SKIING—WRESTLING—SWIMMING

Tracksters face roughest schedule ever
The 1973-74 UMO indoor track team will
open its season this Saturday against a
very tough team from
UMass.
Saturday's meet begins what UMO head
coach Ed Styrna terms the "roughest"
track schedule in UMO history. The Bears
will be hosting teams like UMass. Holy
Cross. and the toughest of them all.
Harvard.
"Practice officially began on Nov. 1. but
the football team had to use the indoor
facilities for a couple of weeks and then we
were interupted by Thanksgiving break.
These two things have really cut down on
the number of days of effective practices
we have had. We arc really behind in
conditioning." said Styrna.
The strong points on this year's team
seem to be in the field events and
especially the Long Jump. High Jump and
Triple Jump.
In the High Jump Maine has Steve
Leathe and Eric Lammi returning. while
Bob Shute and John Wiebe should giy-e the
Bears some punch in the Long Jump.
Maine's hopes in the Pole Vault are good
because of the return of defending state
champion Hai old Jordan who has cleared
13'6".
In the running events Maine has been
hurt by injuries, but the Bears still have a
few outstanding performers.

Sophomore Jerry Laflamme will be
coming off a tremendous cross-country
season in which he set two course records
and was the individual winner in the State
Series meet. Laflamme will probably run
the mile, but he could possibly make a
couple of appearances in the two-mile.
Also in the mile. Maine will be looking to
get solid performances from Colin
Campbell and Doug Keeling. Keeling
could also drop down to the 1.000.
In the 60-yard dash the Bears return a
solid performer in Blaine Horne and have a
fine freshman prospect in Rick King. Last
season King was state high school
champion in the 100 and 220-yard dashes.
Captain Bob Van Peursam gives Maine a
bright spot in the 600-yard dash and the
440 relay.
And veteran Jim White along with
freshman Paul Collett could do well in the
hurdles.
"Its really too early to tell about our
chances. All this week we are holding time
trials to see who is in shape and will be
competing against UMass." Styrna
explained
The Bears have been plagued by injuries
Whalen,
to such key performers as Steve
Graydon
and
Woods
Mike
Carl Warner.
Stevens.
"The semester break will definitely hurt

us. We really need the work. We just
haven't had that many effective practice
days and a long break just makes it worse.
Yankee Conference competition should
be extremely close this season with UConn
and UMass again being the powerhouses.
In State Series competition the Bears
should be in a close fight with peremmial
rival Bates and Bowdoin.

Track schedule
December
Massachusetts*
Bates
Boston University*
12 New Hampshire*
15 Holy Cross*
1
5

January
19 Colby
February
2 Harvard*
9 MIAA at Bates
16 Yankee Conference at Vermont
23 New Englands

Maine's Jerry Laflamme
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assistant director, a department secretary.
and an equipment manager. Presently.
Ames fulfills all these positions.

Intramural program lacks staff, space
Complaints! Mr. David Ames. director
of the Intramural Sports Department here
on campus has none, although he should
have.
Presently. Ames with the help of two
graduate assistants coordinates the entire
intramural sports program. Coordinating
events for 2500 people is no easy task.
When asked if he thought that his
department was understaffed. Ames
responded with a definite. "yes."
Last year the intramural department
offered 30 different sports in which
students could compete. According to a
survey conducted by Ames. these 30
events encompassed 1,050 various teams.
These teams competed in a total of 2.147

contests. The contests involved a total of
9.000 participants who played 112.129
hours of sports.
Since 1970 there has been a 70.23%
increase in the total number of teams
participating in the intramural program.
An example of this growth is that in 1970
there were 45 basketball teams. Presently.
there are 105 teams competing on campus.
Me sport involved over 1400 people.
Another example is the participation in
water polo. The number of teams has
expanded from 27 to 43. Overall there has
been a 59% increase in total participation
in the three year period.
Despite the size of the male intramural
following. Mr. Ames has established five

co-ed events which range from softball to
paddleball.
"Presently the girls have no established
intramural program. They compete on a
free play basis. The present system is
lacking because the boys gym is always
packed with girls. I've put in the co-ed
events. but I don't have the time to run
both a women's and men's program.•• said
Ames.
In addition to planning the intramural
program. Ames teaches various physical
education classes. This aspect provided an
even greater restriction on his time.
Although he admitted that UMass was
larger. Ames cited the school's intramural
staff. The staff cons'',?.of a (itrc, tor an

The only other problem Ames admits to.
is the occasional lack of facilities. There are
special events which sometimes must
pre-empt sporting contests. When there is
a concert or lecture which requires the use
of the gymnasium. Ames must often
contact the six teams who would normally
be using the gym. He then must
reschedule an event, hopefully on a date
that is satisfactory to all teams involved.
Ames' ultimate dream would be to see
the entire University sports complex cater
to the intramural sports program.
According to him. the Univ. of Illinois
recently completed an SI I million complex
devoted entirely to intramurals. The
facility includes six basketball courts and
three regulation sized swimming pools.
The building is being paid for by a
mandator', S-;00 .tii(tcrit acti‘itv.

PAPERBACKS

MAGAZINES

GO BEARS

CARD afitA GIFT

StiV39 OD

SO. BREWIER—STONINGTON--SEARSPORT

Twin City Plaza—State St., Brewer
Next to Doug's Shop & Save 989-6870
, •

NOW OPEN TO SERVE YOU 7 days a
week 9:AM — 11:P.M.

PRIZES
WIN A

A,
COLOR
TV
Dr. 2 3.
....c. .......••.4,

Mastercharge and BankAmericard Welcome

FOR DECEMBER GRADS 1
ONLY Sullivan Ford Sales

announces a new finance
plan especially designed
for you.
Now you can buy a car,
II take delivery the same
day, with no payments for
90 days

1
1

OWENS—ILLINOIS

SPECIALS: 8 Track Stereo Tapes
$2.98 each
2 for S3.98

Home 8 Track Stereo Unit on sale
free tapes of your choke with perches

I

ON THE JOB 63 YEARS!

Simply by meeting these minimum
requirements:
(1) Small Down Payment
(2) Proof of Employment after
Graduation
(3) Meet a Standard Credit Check
CALL ANY SALESMAN FOR DETAILS
SULLIVAN FORD SALES
499 Hammond St. Bangor
Telephone: 942-4631

LILLY—TULIP DIVISION
MANUFACTURERS OF MOLDED
PULP PRODUCTS
245 No. Main St., Old Town
Cross Country

TENNIS RACKETS
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SKI OUTFIT
Skis - Bindings - Poles
Boots - Heel Plates
Installed
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Now

Seamless Professional
Reg. $15.00 Now

$9.95

Seamless Coronado
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SKI PACKAGES
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ASPEN SKI
WARM-UP

PANTS
Due to triple shipment of
our order

25% OFF
ALL SALES FINAL

CHILDREN'S
Firebird Skis-Jr. Poles
Jr. Cubco Binding Installed
REG. $53 NOW $39.75
REG. 559 NOW $44.25
ADULTS
Northland Skis-Special Poles
Standard Cubcos Installed
REG.$69 NOW $51.75
REG $75 NOW $56.25
REG.$89 NOW $66.75
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Gavett returns

undefeated. So it really felt good to beat
them. I think that game could be cited as
the beginning of the basketball upsurge
here at UMO. I've been thrilled by
individual awards, but my happiest
moments were after that game because of
the way we played. I really felt like I was
part of a team." commented Gavett.
Gavett says that "the pit" has a great
influence on the performance of the Black
Bears.
"This is the best place I have ever
played in for crowd noise. When you come
out the place goes wild. You really feel that
the people appreciate what your doing. It
has to have a mental affect on the other
team," said Gavett.
The 22-year old states that the only
possible drawback of the pit is that the
team misses the enthusiasm on the road
and tends to let down a little bit.
"Basketball is a physical game and that
crowd enthusiasm makes you go a little
quicker and jump a little higher."
explained Gavett.
As far as athletic scholarships are
concerned. ideally Gavett would like to see
none at all. But since it would be
impossible to do away with athletic
scholarships Gavett ould like to see UMO
adopt a scholarship program.

When the 1973-74 basketball season
begins this Friday night. former UMO star
Peter Gavett will be on the sidelines as a
coach.
This season Gavett is taking over as
freshman coach and assistant varsity
coach. He will also become a lecturer in
physical education.
Upon graduation Gavett was interested
in playing pro ball and he attended the
Boston Celtics' rookie camp for one week
in August.
"When I learned about the opening I
applied because I've always wanted to
coach at the college level. I know UMO, its
people and its basketball system; I hope
that I can help the program. Working
under coach Chappelle is great because I
played under him I know what to expect,"
Gayett said.
Gavett says that he first got seriously
interested in basketball as a youngster
when he and his brother Willie would come
to UMO and play with the students. He
gives most of the credit for his interest in
basketball to this university exposure.
The 6-7 coach says that the biggest thrill
of his career at UMO was beating Rhode
Island during his junior year.
"At the time Rhode Island was ranked
12th in the nation and they were

1
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"Since we offer no athletic scholarships
we stress our real good program with coach
Chappelle. When we recruit we point out
our winning record over the past two
seasons, the crowd support and the overall
pleasant atmosphere found on the campus.
1 he programs in Forestry and Technology
have been big drawing cards," Gavett
explained.
The native of Orono says that the past
two seasons have been very good in the
area of recruitment. Four people which
were recruited by UMO are on the varsity
squad. said Gavett.
"Any time you can put players right out
of high school on the varsity squad it is
very good. The good players in the state
are staying here: that's a big thing."
Gavett commented.
Gavett believes that his job as a coach
involves being a teacher, organizer, and at
times a disciplinarian.
"Of course the ultimate job of a coach is
to produce a winning team. But a coach
also has to be somewhat of a friend to his
players. He should be someone whom they
can respect and listen to. I really want to
leave my players with a good experience
relating to basketball." Gavett said.
The 1973 graduate of UMO sums up his
coaching philosophy simply as the desire to
win. He expects everyone on the team to
play to the best of their ability and to be as
well prepared as possible for a game.
The UMO coach explained that the long
lay-off during semester break could have a
couple of effects on the team.
"The break could hurt the team because
we could be a little rusty coming back. But
a few days off could also do some good in
that it would give us a chance to recuperate
from any minor injuries which we might
sustain. It depends on the team," Gavett
indicated.
Concerning a winter trip like the one the
team took a couple of years ago in which
they played Marshall and Oral Roberts;
Gavett said money was the big thing
standing in the way of such a trip.

S-3

"We like to take trips but we just don't
have the money; and we wouldn't play out
of our class just to play. If we could afford it
and make the trip enjoyable then we would
consider it; but like I've said before it is all
a question of money," said Gavett.
Gavett is very optomistic about the
chances of the Black Bears this season.
"Of course we're very, very young. We
are strong depth-wise; we can go right
down the bench. Anyone could be starting
on this year's team and this hasn't always
been the case." said Gavett.
Gavett believes that he will be able to
help coach Chappelle understand the
problems, motivations and pressures a
player faces.
Gavett indicated that the team's practice
sessions consist of defensive drills every
night. He says that 60-70 per cent of
practice sessions are the same with the
remaining 30 per cent consisting of
correcting mistakes and working on phases
of the game which are giving the team
trouble.
The first year coach commented that this
year's schedule contains a lot of very tough
teams, especially UConn and UMass in the
Yankee Conference, In State Series
competition Gavett sees Colby as the tough
team.
During his three years of varsity play at
Maine. Gavett scored 1,294 points, the
third highest career total in UMO history
behind Chappelle and Jim Stephenson. He
set a new school record for field goal
accuracy, hitting on 50 per cent of his shots
during his career. During 72 games with
the varsity he averaged 18 points a game,
nine rebounds and a field goal percentage
of 77 per cent.
As captain of the 1972-73 UMO team
Gavett wound up the third highest scorer in
New England with a 22.2 points per game
average, was seventh in rebounding with a
10.2 average and seventh in field goal
percentage at .513.

WHY PAY MORE TO SKI?
THE CLOSEST MAJOR SKI AREA TO 1J100/
UMB,HUS SON, EMVT I, AND BEALS IS
ALSO THE LEAST EXPENSIVE ONE IN
MAINE FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS
A SQUAW NOLNTAIN SEASON PASS
COSTS ONLY ‘'75
Maybe that's why more stedents SKI SQUAW!
if you're new to skiing, get a group of friends top lther
und we'll give you a speciei learn—to— ski package.
If you're an expert SQUAW is offerino a unique
instructor training course through December and
January. If you're good enough, this could becomo
your way to make skiing pay for itself in the future.
This is the only training course of its type in Maine.
Instructors will be top certified pros, and the course
will be oriented toward certification in both alpine
and cross—country

mountain

For details and
application, write: SKI SCHOOL DIRECTOR
Squaw Mountain
Squaw Mountain at Moosehead
Greenville, Maine 04441
Telephone. (207)695-2272
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The 1473-74 UMO basketball team will
make their debut this weekend with two
games against the Vermont Catamounts at
Alumni gym.
Both games are extremely important for
the young Bears. who according to coach
Tom "Skip" Chappelle. weren't real sharp
in their two preseason scrimmages.
Coach Chappelle indicates that the
Bears ha%e no outstanding strongpoint.
Instead, they are trying to stress all parts
of the games.
"If I had to point out a weakness on our
team, it would be our shot selection and
our patience offensively." said Chappelle.
Maine comes into its first game with a
very young squad which has three
freshmen.
"I know that w ell get better every.
game. We are a young team and as the
season goes on. our confidence should
grow. If we don't whip ourselves mentally.
sell be alright." said Chappelle.
This season, due to semester break.
there will be a 37-dav lay-off from the Dec.
9th game with New Hampshire and the
game with West Chester on Jan. 12.
According to Chappelle. a long lay-off
can hurt a team because the players can
lose their sharpness. But a lay-off can also
give a team the chance to recover from
injuries and work on their game.
"I am really looking forward to the
lay-off. With the exception of one week, we
will be practicing everyday. It will give us a
good chance to work on our weaknesses. I
am looking forward to it for practice
purposes." Chappelle said.
The UMO mentor declined to give a
possible starting line-up for this Friday
night's game. but he said that he would
probably lean mostly on his veteran
players.
"I am trying to play down this idea of
starters. One of our strengths this year is
our depth. Everyone can contribute

something and if we can get the right
something at the right time we should have
a successful season. It is something like a
John Havilicek-type sixth man role.
Chappelle explained.
Chappelle has been especially impressed
with the play of the three freshmen on the

1141.114R tam% it ckaariag
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the BLACK BEARS on to a

We do dances
We ,g2 movies
We do concerts
We do check I.D:'s
We 0_2 like new members

great season.

11/44.01,

varsity squad. They are: guards Dan Riley
and Wally Russell: and center Steve
Gavett.
"The freshmen have done everything
that we thought they would do. They have
nowhere to go but up and I expect them to
improve greatly as the season progresses." Chappelle commented.
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We don't like rowdy
crowdies
We don't like ^.^..nr-hies
at movies
We don't like
disappointing /21_,
So be on your guard and don't be too forward
or you'll become the center ofattention in the
Yankee Conference.

Did you hear what happened to Basketball Jones when he called 2600? Try it and see.
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The Maine coach said that one of the big
factors for the Bears is the atmosphere of
"The Pit."
"The Pit has been a great for us. We are
young and still building and we hope that
the student body stays with us. Student
support has been a big factor in whatever
we have done, home or away. Students
here have backed us and created an
atmosphere that has been recognized
natiooally in Sports Illustrated and most
coaches that I talk to dread coming up
here. And they all wish that they had the
same situation on their home court."
indicated Chappelle.
The only drawback of the pit is the fact
that the team has a tendency to let down a
little bit on the road. said Chappelle.
In Vermont the Bears are facing another
young team that is also building. The
Catamounts have looked good in their
preseason scrimmages and this season
they are scheduled to face such giants as
North Carolina and North Carolina State.
Much of Vermont's success will depend
on the maturity of their freshmen. They
could possibly have two freshmen in their
starting line-up in 6-- Charlie Trapani and
6-2 Warren Prehunius.
The Catamounts are led by captain and
All-New England candidate 6-5 forward
Joe Greco.
On the other hand. Maine has a number
of players who could turn out to be the keys
to victory. Among them will be sophomore
Bob Warner at center and Steve Connolly
at forward. At the guards the Bears have
captain Tony Hamlin and Dave Anderson
with possible help coming from the two
freshman prospects Russell and Riley.
Junior Tom Burns. who turned in some
clutch performances last year. and
freshman Steve Gavett should also help the
Black Bear cause.
Friday night's game will start at 7:35.
while the Saturday afternoon contest will
begin at 3 p.m. at UMO's Alumni Gym.

Together at last.

Keep Score
_
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The car that talks.
The computer that listens.
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One half of the most advanced auto.
motive check-out system is alread
built into every new Volkswagen.
The other half, the Computer, has
finally arrived.
Together they can tell you what's
right or wrong with vital parts of your
car. Quickly,accurately,and in language
you can understand.
Plain English.
If you own a new Volkswagen, bring
it in for a heart-to-heart talk.
If you don't own a new VW, maybe
you should.

VW Computer Diagnosis

The Results Can Be On Your Doorstep
Every Morning — Read...

an,gor

PINE STATE VW
ACTHORIZED VOLKSWAGEN DEALER

307 HOGAN RD BANGOR
GOOD LUCK BLACK BEARS

TEL. 947-0121
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The womens' varsity basketball team
opens its season Jan. 11 in New Brusnwick
with its first out of state play-date. The
team will face Mt. Allison and the
University of New Brunswick at
Fredericton.
"The first game will be played after only
one practice together," commented Miss
Rosalie Milligan of the Womens' Physical
Education Dept.. The girls will cut their
vacation short and return to UMO on Jan.
9th in order to go to New Brunswick, she
said.
Miss Milligan feels it is going to be a
good year for the team. "There are 15
people on the team and eight are coming
back from last year." She anticipates about

1

UNB

tAg,

100 girls will try out for the team Dec.
10-14.
According to Miss Milligan. the
Canadians play by different rules than our
girls are accustomed to. Rules on jump
balls, time limits and zoning vary from
womens' basketball standards in the U.S.,
but she doesn't think they will pose any
problems.
Miss Milligan spent the weekend of Nov.
9, at a Womens' National Basketball
Committee Conference, at Notre Dame
College in Waterbury, Conn. There were
ISO coaches attending, and national
womens' basketball coaches gave lectures
on shooting, offense and man to man
defense.
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On Nov. 16, the UMO Varsity Swim team
opened their 1973-74 season with an
impressive 90-23 victory over the
University of New Brunswick here at UMO.
"Although New Brunswick was one of
the weakest teams on our schedule this
year, our times indicate that we could do a
very good job this season," said swimming
coach Alan Switzer.
This is only the second year of
intercollegiate swimming at UMO. but
Switzer believes that the Bear squad,
although small, has a lot of talent and could
challenge in the Yankee Conference.
In Maine's first meet there were a
number of outstanding individual performances as two school and pool records fell;
and five school records fell.
New pool records were set in one meter
diving and three meter diving by Joe
Warren. The school records were set in the
50-yard freestyle by Mark Fitzgerald; the
200-yard butterfly by Russell Jose, the
100-yard freestyle by Tom Clark; the
200-yard backstroke by Alan Darrah. and
the 200-yard individual medley by Kevin
Reader.
Coach Switzer indicates that the
strongest points on this year's team seems
to be in the areas of diving, the distance
events, the butterfly, and plenty of
all-around freestyle depth.
As far as weak points are concerned,
Switzer says the team will have to improve
in the breakstroke, backstroke and
individual medley.
Switzer says that the Bear squad will
have an advantage this season due to the
large number of home contests.
"A good swimmer shouldn't be hindered
that much when he swims away from
home, unless it is a bad pool. But it is an
advantage to swim at home because of the

crown

crowd and not traveling. A swimmer will
probably swim anywhere between one and
10 seconds faster at home depending on
the distance." Switzer explained.
The UMO swimmers have raised money
for a training trip South during the
semester break. In this way the Bears are
hoping that the break will cause a
minimum of disruption in their conditioning.
"If a swimmer is experienced he can
usually go back and swim with his local
club or high school during a vacation. On
our team quite a few swimmers were able
to get a lot of work at home. So over
semester break I expect that a lot of our
swimmers will be able to get some good
work," Switzer said.
In recruiting swimmers, Switzer says
that he stresses the facilities at UMO and
the fact that the program at UMO is
interested in developing an outstanding
team and are willing to work extremely
hard to reach that goal.
"Our first two years of recruiting have
been very successful. Out of a team of 18;
11 on the squad are freshmen, says
Switzer.
This Friday the UMO squad will be
going against one of the toughest teams in
New England in Springfield College.
"Springfield has depth and quality, but
we hope to give them more then they may
anticipate. We should be able to challenge
them in most of the events and make the
meet close," commented Switzer.
Concerning Saturday's meet with
UMass, Switzer says the meet is a question
mark because not much is known about
their squad. Switzer indicated that the
toughest competition in the Yankee
Conference will probably come trom
Vermont and Connecticut.
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Plumbing
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TOP Plan is a new plan from Life insurance
Company of North America designed for
students ages 15-24. Just $40. per year
purchases an initial $10,000 Term Policy. At
age 25 the policy converts to Permanent Life
Insurance and also guarantees the right to
purchase an additional $10,000 at.4 different
gption dates [a possible $50,000 Life Insurance
Estate] without ever taking a medical exam.

INC.
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For complete details about TOP Plan
send in the reply coupon or call our
office.
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Laflamme sees running as lonely sport
Gerry LaFlamme. a sophomore on the
Maine Intercollegiate Athletic Association
cross country race, almost ended his
running career after graduation from high
school.
A track and cross country star at
Haverhill High School for two years and
the Massachusetts Class A two-mile
champion as a senior. LaFlamme came up
with back problems the summer following
graduation and took two months off from
training. Then he entered Lowell Tech, ran
in one cross country race, and left school,
deciding that the curriculum just wasn't for
him.
Gerry worked the remainder of that year
while pondering his next move and nearly
gave up running. However, his high school
coach. John Ottoviani, wouldn't let him.
-He insisted that I show up for practice
sessions with the high school squad during
the remainder of that year. If it hadn't been
for him I wouldn't be running now." says

Gerry.
Gerry entered UMO as a freshman in the
fall of 1972 and sat out a year to establish
eligibility. This fall he was the one bright
light in what was expected to be one of the
better cross country teams in Black Bear
history. But other runners who had been
heavily counted upon failed to respond,
mostly because of unexpected injuries.
During the regular season Gerry ran in
eight meets and finished first in seven of
them. His only dual meet defeat came
against New Hampshire's Bill Butterworth
and Butterworth had to set a new course
record to do it.
During the season LaFlamme set two
new course records himself—at Vermont
where he toured the course in 22:17 and at
Maine where he set a record of 23:15.4,
which was subsequently lowered to 23:15
by Butterworth.
In winning the state meet at Colby,
Gerry toured the course in 25:09. a few

Sports Calendar

seconds off the record. Following the state
meet Gerrry ran into flu and cold problems
and wound up fourth in a quadrangular
meet with MIT. Brandeis and Boston
University and 15th in the Yankee
Conference championships.
A pre-law major. Gerry has now turned
his attention toward indoor track and
expects to compete for the Bears this
winter in the mile. Actually, he figures the
two-mile to be his best distance but the
Bears have quite a few two-milers and
need him in the shorter race.
During the cross country season Gerry
runs 80-90 miles a week and perhaps 50
miles prior to a major race. He agrees that
cross country running is a lonely sport and
one that requires a great deal of dedication
to continue with, but he likes the individual
challenge against other runners. "I get a
kick out of being able to follow a pre-meet
plan and see all that training pay off.•• he
says.

can compete in.- so qualifying obviously
v. ill be difficult.
In the Maine State Series. Coach Folger
envisions another triumpahnt season."We
have won the Maine State Championship
since I have been here six out of the last
eight years and this year UMO is once
again the team to beat."
Folger is counting on lettermen Mike
Fendler. Larry Manson, Rich Bersani,
Whit Thurlow. John Atwood. and Curtis
Cole as well as freshman Danny Baxter for
strong perfromances this year.

Frith. Nov. 30
*Varsity Basketball vs. Vermont 7:35 pm.
*Varsity Swimming vs. Springfield 4 pm.
Sat. Dec. I
*Varsity Basketball vs. Vermont 3 pm.
*Varsity Indoor Track vs. UMass
*Varsity Swimming vs. UMass 1 pm.
*denotes home game

UMO athletes named
to All-YC teams
Last week the All-Yankee Conference
Team in two sports. soccer and football.
were anounced.

L• —
Folger sees triumphant season for skier
s
"We were sixth best in the East last year
and I think we'll be equally as good if not a
little better this year." UMO ski coach
Brud Folger claims.
Folger believes that with some
improvement. Maine has a chance to
qualify for the NCAA meet on March
eighth and ninth in Wyoming. The top four
teams in the East are invited each year 4nd
Maine finished only two places back last
year. However. Folger also stated that.
"Dis ision One in the Eastern Intercollegiate Skiing Association is as tough as you

S-4

"I would say the alpine(Slalom and giant
slalom) standouts will be Thurlow. who
narrowly missed qualifying for the NCAA
individuals last year, and Baxter.
Co-captains Fendler and Manson lead
the jumping team and Bersani. returning
after a hitch in the Navy, is expected to
regain his dominant role as the state of
Maine's number one cross-country skier.
Maine opens their season on December
23 versus Bow doin. Bates. Colby in the
Christmas Collegiate Classic at Sugerloaf.

In the football balloting Maine's
defensive end. Andy Mellow was the only
Black Bear to be named to the first squad.
Roverback Jack O'Rourke was voted to the
All-YC second team at his position.
Two Bears were also named to the
All-Yankee Conference soccer team.
They were backs Ted Woodbrey and
Kim Shephard. Shephard. a tri-captain on
this year's squad has been a solid
performer for coach Paul Stoyell's Bears
over the past three seasons. On the other
hand. Ted Woodbrey is only a freshman
ith a tremendous future ahead of him.

**************************************** k***************

HORSEMAN'S SHOWCASE
Acme Boots
Snorkle Parkas Belts
Men's Western Cut Slacks Denim Jeans
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SKIS- Asnes Tur-Langrenn
Hickory Base with
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Lignostone Edges
POLES Cane with Leather
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BINDINGS- Villom 3 pin
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SKIS - Toko Hickory Base
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92 Perry Road, Bangor
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CROSS-COUNTRY SPECIALISTS

CANTEEN

Fresh brewed coffee as served
in the finest restaurants says
HOSPITALITY
An ideal service f 3r Teachers L Hinges
Banks
General Of tic's
Insurance Firms
Sales Offices
Small Busilesses
Law Otfectis

CANTEEN SERVICE CO. 244 Perry Road. Bangor 945-56E8
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Wilson was nominated for the position of
Director of Civil Defense by Maine's
1% ikon named Civil Adjutant General. Paul Day. Civil Defense

j‘-linua
Bravt'es Slalom and Giant Slalom at Mr.
Abrams
5 29th Annual Torger Tokle Ski Jump at
Bear Mt.. N.Y.
6 Freeman Frost Cross-Country Race at
Jackson. N.H.
8 UMF Giant Slalom at Sugarloaf
10 Maine Mans Giant Slalom at
Sugarloaf
17 Slalom at Herman Mt.
February

Wrestling schedule
December
1 Boston University
8 Bowdoin. Amherst. Harvard.
Massachusetts at Bowdoin
12 New Hampshire*
January

1-2 UMO Winter Carnival" at Bald Mt.
8 Dartmouth Winter Carnival at
Dartmouth
15 Williams OVinter Carnival at Williams
22 Middlebury' Winter Carnkal at
Middlebury
March

15 MIT. Lowell Tech at MIT
23 Maine Maritime Academy
26 UM at Presque Isle*
February
9 Yankee Conference*
15 Bowdoin
march

'January
19 Colby*
26 at Connecticuit
30 at Colby - Bow doin
November
16 Maine 90—New Brunswick 23
30 Springfield*
December

12

St. Lawrence Winter Carnival at St.
Lawrence
8 NCAA Championships at Jackson
Hole. Wyoming
"The cross-country race V4 ill take place in
the University Forest and the ski jump
el.ent %%ill take place across the Stillwater

*denotes home game

Massachusetts*
Vermont*
New Hampshire*

February
9
13
20
28

at Brown
Husson
at Rhode Island
New Englands at Brown

New Englands
New Englands
Eastern Seaboard
8 Championships
at Princeton

The buildi
renovated. '
seams." exr
work had be

*denotes home game

GOVERNOR'S
Stillwater Ave.,Stillwater

URI OH OVER—STUFFED
SANDWICHES
sandwich

185 South Main Street
Old Town, Maine 04468
Tel. 207 827-4416

basket

Range & Fuel Oils
LP Gas

Hefty Ham

$1.39 $1.69
Grand Dad
1.89 2.19
Little Roast Beef .99
1.35
Big Roast Beef
1.69 1.99
"EATtEM UP, MAINE BEARS!"
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in Maine comes under the military
department.
A former Peace Corps volunteer in
Thailand. Wilson still will be able to rely on
the experience of Levesque. who will take
kner as the state's new commissioner of
manpower affairs.

Defen=e Director
Timothy P. Wilson. a former lecturer in
physical education and freshman football
coach at UMO. was approved by the State
Executive Council to succeed Emilien A.
Levesque as the Director of the
Department of Civil Defense.
The 32-year-old Wilson will be directing
the department that has been charged by
Governor Kenneth Curtis with seeing the
state through the impending fuel crisis this
winter.
Wilson. a graduate of Slippery Rock
College in Pennsylvania, concedes that he
has no prior knowledge in fuel and energy
matters. But he hopes that he can bring "a
little newness and the perspective of the
Maine consumer to the job."
Though a native a Pennsylvania. Wilson
has lived in Maine since 1969. He has
formerly taught history and coached
football at Dexter High School. Wilson is
presently the chairman of the Maine
Human Rights Commission.
Wilson has also chaired the New
England Regional Minorites Committee for
the National Education Association and has
been a member of the steering committee
of 07c tiFV... Ill.t,k C.iti
19ri,
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1 receives star billing as heavenly night spot
Aly an Clark & Sons of ambriclgeport.
Mass. It is the same telescope used when
the observatory was built and is "just
about the highest quality telescope you can
get." says Farnham.
"You could liken it to the Rolls Royce of
refracting telescopes." he explains. "Most
of the major telescopes in the world have
been made by Alvan Clark." When
shipped to Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.. last year
for overhauling it was insured for $10.000.
"And that wouldn't even begin to cover
what it's worth." says Farnham.
Moreover, it is in "excellent" condition
following the overhauling.
Other major improvements made at the
same time included installation of a "clock
drive" mechanism to move the telesc
ope
automatically when it is focused on a
celestial object to compensate for the
earth's rotation. A new metal dome
that
rotates automatically replaced an older one
which had to be moved manually over ball
bearings made out of cannonballs.

New dome' on the observatory replaces an
older model which revolved on ball
bearings made'from cannonballs. Although
the observatory is open to students and the
public and attendance' averages 50 on clear
'sights. spectators will not get a chance to
view the spectator Comet Kohoutek, hilled
as the celestial event of the century. duc
the Christmas vacation.

The building itself was also extensively
renovated. "It was falling apart at the
seams." explains Farnham, "because no
work had been done on it since 1920."
At night, two dim red lights illuminate
the interior of the larger of the two rooms
just enough for one to see his way around.
At the center, they reveal the telescope,
balanced on a solid pillar which extends
through the floor into bedrock. A table with
a short wave receiver, a clock and a set of
various powered lenses stands in one
corner while a 1973 "Graphic Timetable of
the Heavens" hangs on the wall nearby.
Signs in several spots remind visitors that
there is no smoking.

11111111111•1111111.

vacation, the observatory will not
be
operating at the time when the Comet
Kohoutek is expected to be at its bright
est.
But. says Farnham, people won't need
a
telescope to get a good look at what
scientists are predicting will be the
most
spectacular celestial event of the century.
There are problems involved in running
the observatory. Maine weather is the
biggest pain in the neck. "We can only
open on an intermittent basis because of
the horrendous weather." Farnham
complains. "Last night. for instance, it was
clear when I left the dorm. But when I got
to the obseryatory a few minutes later it
was cloudy."

Adjacent to the larger room is a small
anteroom which holds the observatory's
log and guest book. A couple of chairs
and a small desk are furnished for studying
and relaxation and a portable electric
heater provides warmth.
Visitors to the observatory can view most
of the planets. the moon. nebulae (gas
clouds in space). galaxies. star clusters and
transient objects, such as comets.
Unfortunately, because of Christmas

1
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w

During tall and spring clear nights occur
roughly about 30 per cent of the time,
though many of them still are somewhat
haiy. In winter it gets worse. "There Were
a total of nine viewing nights in February
last year." says Farnham. "But if you're
going to have an observatory in Maine,
you're going to hate to put up with it." he
adds with a shrug.
The central location ot the observatory.
on the campus is another problem. "It's
probably the worst possible spot to put an
observatory outside of New York City
because of all the lights and buildings
that
are close by." says Farnham. "But
it is
almost an ideal location for what we
want

., ..
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to do with it -- provide a service for people
who are interested without making them go
.way out into the boonies to get it.lhere is a possibility of relocation and
expansion of the obserxatory in the future.
says Farnham. He estimates that bv 1980
the observatory might move to a site near
the Hilltop area and purchase a much
larger. 21-inch telescope. "That would set
us back about S150.000," he adds. Plans
for the ftitare. hrweve.. are indefinite.
In the meantime tlie curious, intrigued
and fascinated will mitinue to scan the
heavens, as the rertinder goes." every
clear night. 7 it 9 p. 11 W hen the red light
is on.
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Masi

THEATRE

• continued j

THE
TINE
OF BARON natlicinw
By Bill Gordon
A long time ago — in the dais when
dragons were still common — there lived a
Duke. And whenever news was brought in
of a dragon ray aging some part of the
country the Duke sent one of his Knights
away in shining armour to deal with it.
After a few weeks the Knight would return
with the tip of the dragon's tail to prove
that he had killed it. Dragons are
excessively vain, and when the tips of their
tails are cut off they die, of mulligrubs.
And thus begins the saga of Robert Bolt's
The Thwarting of Baron Bolligrew.
Directed by J. Norman Wilkinson. the
third production of the season from the
Maine Masque opens next Tuesday iDec.4)

for a use night performance am. Bolt.
known for his play .4 Man for All Seasons
and screenplays for Doctor Zhivago.
Lawrence of Arabia. and Ryan's Daughter
calls his 1%t play a ..omedy . It's also a
political satire and a spoof of heroism and
children's fairy tales. It %% as first produced
by the Royal Shakespeare Company in
London.
Wilkinson has infused many elements
from the English Christmas pantimine
which originated in the 18th century. There
is music, a lot of talk to the audience, a
dragon that is seen (not heard as in the
original script) and there are girls in male
parts.
The fairy tale plot concerns one Sir
• MASQUE • see page 12
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RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
Wilshire Blvd., Suite =2
Los Angeles. Calif. 90025
91.1)477-8474 or 477-5401

11941

Our research material is sold tCir research asb stance only —
not as a finished product for academic credit.
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"We
Beth Perkins as Magpie and Foner Curtis as Sir Oblong in "The Thwarting of
Baron Bolligrew." The Maine Masque production opens next Tuesday.
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Masque produces fairy tale
• continued from page II
Oblong Fitz Oblong (acted by Foner Curtis)
who is sent to the Isle of Bolligrew to slay
an evil dragon and bring justice to the land
in the name of The Duke (Randy Stairs).
Little does he know that the Baron
Bolligrew (Paul Williams) and his side-kick
Squire Blackheart (Tom Baltzer) make the
dragon look like Little Red Riding Hood.
Judy Williams appears as the
Storyteller; Mary Jane Rinfret is Dr.
Moloch: Judson Cook is the dragon; Joan
Strout is Mazeppa Magpie and Beth
Perkins is Michael Magpie. Luke
McDonough. Kent McKusick. Jeri
Colpitts. and Lynn Plourde are the
Knit2hts.

"We can't all be
St. Georges,

The Duke, his company and a proud Knight in "Baron Bollig
rew.

can we?"

I

Michael Magpie coes over Oblong.

The Love Machine. The rise to show -biz
fame by the fun route of bedhopping.
Tonight in 130 Little. 7 & 9:30. Free.
The Ballad of Cable Hogue. Western
directed by Sam Peckinpah, the over-rated
film cultist's hero who made Wild Bunch
and Straw Dogs. With Jason Robards.
Friday in 100 Nutting. 7 & 9:30.
Admission.
The Hy. One of the few low -budget
horror flicks to come out of the late '50's as
a classic, though far from a work of film
art. Look for the moralizing inherent in all
these films that developed after the atomic
warfare of World War II — a W hole rash of
films ranging from The Incredible
Shrinking Man to Terror front the Year
SoliO preached the perils of scientific

Sir Oblong presents the evil dragon .. tad to the Duke.

I
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PIRG readies to solve
family fuel problems

Disc

coordinated effort to solve consumer fuel
problems."
To coordinate its effort. PIRG is asking
groups in the state to send them a weekly
letter indicating the types of consumer fuel
problems reported to them. "While PIRG
is not equipped to handle individual
problems, we will work for solutions to
specific kinds of complaints." said Spitz.
"We cannot promise solutions in e%ery
case." Spitz noted, "but we can be an
effective conduit for consumer ploblems.
We are confident that groups around the
state will work with us to identify and solve
fuel problems."
"For example we are interested in
consumer energy problems concerning
credit, inadequate supplies, problems with
distributors, deliveries, landlord -tenant
complaints, difficulties with local, state or
other agencies—anything about consumer
fuel problems.—
In addition to contacting groups. PIRG
placed one of its members on the
Governor's Energy Advisory Committee.
Problems can be brought directly to the
Governor and state officials and oil
representatives. Spitz said.
PIRG also is attempting to establish an
energy task force of students and citizens
willing to gather information. canduct
surveys and analyze complaints.
The UMO PIRG group was confused
Monday night about its role in the
proposed energy task force, and decided to
request details from Spitz. However, an
announcement of the energy task force
accompanied by a request for volunteers
Other areas discussed by the local PIRG
board were February elections for new
board members. Two seats will be open to
graduate students. 5 to off-campus
residents, and 8 for campus residents. All
students may vote in the election.
Another project proposed at the monthly
meeting concerned Community Action
Program ti.. AP) and the 0E0 office which
ha% e suggested students on Christmas
break help thc poor and elderly %sinterize
their horn(

By Barbara Manuel
Businesses and institutions probably. will
weather the energy crisis, but what about
the family of seven? The father is
unemployed. and the mother makes only
S'5.60 weekly. working at Bubba's Cafe.
Will they be able to obtain oil at greatly
increased prices, or will they be able to
insulate the two story shack they rent?
The Public Interest Research Group
(PIRG) has asked these questions and
determined the answer is no. PIRG
announced Monday that it is establishing a
statewide network to monitor consumer
fuel and energy problems.
"It is important that citizens work
closely together during this crisis." said
PIRG Executi%e Director Suzanne Spitz.
"If we are to make the best of an
admittedly bad situation, we must ha% e a

Talent show slated
to raise funds for
radio station
[he ,ampus o ill has e an opportunity to
display it's various talents in a vaudeville
show. sponsored by WMEB. Dec. 13. The
radio station hopes to raise enough money
to finance its operation during the summer.
The station is also requesting contributions
from business concerns, and planning a
spring fund-raising project.
Michael St. Peter. new s director for
%NEB said because the uni% ersitv
summer session is grow ing. the radio
station hopes to operate during that period.
He noted that WN1EB has operated only.
two summers.
The station's funds are budgeted for the
regular school year. so the show, a radio
auction, and other money-making plans are
necessary to continue broadcasting this
summer. St. Peter said.
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PROF. ED HUFF relaxes against the
wood chip furnace he designed and is
currently attempting to perfect. Hors

Wood chips will replace oil
in newly perfected furnace
By John Snell
With the cooling news of an impending
energy shortage. ha% e you considered
heating your home w ith chopped alder
bushes? A furnace designed and being
perfected b% Fdward R. Huff. associate

Spring Weekend
proposal opposed by
Fraternit‘ Board

GRANT PLAZA

Also, it was decided at their Nov. 13
meeting that the UMFB will direct the
Executive Committee to draw up a policy
statement on hazing, to be submitted to the
Board for appro% al. This action is in
response to a request from fraternities at
the Augusta campus for such a statement.
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Admission Prices.
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and applauding...
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Fluff altered a cons entional oil-fired hot
air furnace. by. replacing oil burner and
ith a gas-ignited firebox and blower to
facilitate complete combustion. A tw 0speed conveyor carries the pieces of
chipped alder or any other w aste t% pe
wood) from a dry ing bin to the firebox.
A mator difference bow een the wood
chip furnace and a cons entional weeod stoye
is the ve as heat is regulated. In a wood
steoe, heat is regulated 1iy %arying the air
flow to the fire. In the wood chip furnace it
is the amount of fuel. not the air, that is
erici4 A blower draw s sufficient oxygen to
the fire to cause almost complete
combustion. leasing few ashes and little
visible smoke.
huff's research has been in conjunction
tilt a Hatch Research Project concerned
with finding alternate heating sources for
rural Maine.
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MALL THEATRE
nig

professor ot agricultural engineering.
could do just that.
The wood chip furnace is presently
located in the south w ing of the agricultural
engineering building. Huff said he plans to
run the furnace this winter to heat the shop
in the south w ing and the furnace can he
seen in operation there this we inter.

•

The University of Maine Fraternity
Board has voiced opposition to a proposed
plan which would combine Greek
Weekend, Paul Bunyan Weekend. and
Maine Day into a Spring Weekend.
tentati% elv scheduled for April 26-28.

Now Showing

UNIVIRSITY

.turnace is located in the south wing of
the Ag Engineering building and will he
uced thiwinter.
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Discrimination reported by long-haired ROTC cadet
by Debbie Winsor
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"I guess the) don't think I'm living up to
their standards."
So says a sophomore enrolled in the
Maine ROTC program. who claims that he
has been harassed due to the length of his
hair. Senior cadet officers have threatened
that if his hair isn't cut. his grades may
suffer, he says.
The Maine Campus received a letter to
the editor from this individual. Most of it is
reprinted below.
Dear Sir:
I am a member of the University of
Maine ROTC unit. I have, on several
occasions, been approached concerning the
length of my hair. I have even been told
that my grades could suffer because of
this. If those evaluating my performance as
a potential officer believe that academic
rank is relative to length of hair. then I
would most certainly question their ability
to make sound judgement.
In the past, length of hair was a health
problem for the Army. but as I have stated.
that was in the past.
I am an individual, and I refuse to be
stereotyped into an assembly line
product...1 was once told that a potential
officer should have the courage of his
convictions. I have made a conviction of
being an individual and acting upon those
influences that seem legitimate. and I
would like to add that I have the courage to
keep that conviction throughout my life.
Cadet SSG Kenneth Brown
No one particular individual was cited by
Brown as applying pressure on him to have
his hair cut, but he did state that seniors,
not army officers, have spoken to him
concerning his appearance.
"Seniors have a level of superiority
above everyone else—they think that gives
them a God-given right to make trouble."
added Brown, who has never before let his
hair grow.
Any individual in the cadet corps has the
authority to write a 'spot report' on a cadet
below him: Brown referred to these
reports. indicating that senior cadets could
Vk rite had spot reports which would
harm
his grade.
Brow n•s fear that spot reports affect his
grade sere refuted by sex eral cadets.
"A bad spot report w ould go in on the
indis idual if his hair was long; it ss ould be
uk ,!titine
marl,c,1 off on .1 Icst If

he had originally received a 99 on a tt. st„i
bad spot report might lower it to a 98."
said Scott Carey.
"I try to look sideways and ignore it,"
added Carey, referring to flair length.
Carey is a battallion commander,one of the
top three men in the cadet corps. He is
responsible for the cadets in his battallion.
"The military department does have a
policy on hair, and is very lenient about it;
it isn't enforced unless a situation gets out
of hand." he continued. "I practice an
open door policy; if any cadet has a
problem he can come to me to talk about it,
and if he doesn't want to see me, there are
other individuals higher in rank with
whom he could speak."
"If there is harassment by a senior
officer, the cadet who gave the harassment
would be spoken to by me. and by the
military professors. This bothers me,
because if it is happening, I'd like to know
to correct it. I don't know that it is
happening." Carey continued.
"Seniors evaluate juniors, juniors
valuate sophomores. and sophomores
evaluate the freshmen." said Tucker.
explaining the corps program. "We have
the most authority in drills, the planning
and running of the drill. Any thing else is

superfluous, ilk.
iii merited. "We tell
the lower cadets if they're doing good or
bad in the drills."
The cadet program was described by
another cadet as an on-the-job training
program. a leadership course by Gerard
Breton. the student representative of the
cadet corps. "We come up with programs
to instruct the lower men which are verified
by the instructors." Breton said.
"I have no powers; I just represent the
cadet corps.•" Breton stressed, referring to
his ability to influence grade. He is the top
man in the corps. and holds the title of
brigade commander.
Tucker did mention that a senior cadet
could speak to a sophomore cadet after
drills, which are held one night a week, but
that this would be unusual. If a senior
cadet has a complaint to make about a
lower cadet, the proper method would be
to register the complaint with a junior. who
would then speak to the sophomore. "I
haven't heard of any cadets harassing
lower cadets", he added.
One senior cadet more vehemently
refuted accusations of senior cadet
pressure; Reginald Preble, a senior
zoology major. admitted that a cadet may
get a poor spot report, but added that this

report would not affect his grade. Personal
appearance is a very small part of the
grade. said Preble.
"In comparison to the regular army, this
is a joy ride," Preble continued. "All he's
(Brown) experiencing is a suggestion that
he get a hair cut. In the army, it wouldn't
be tolerated. I went to U.S. Army Ranger
School this summer, and my hair was
shaved off entirely. I had nothing to say
about it. and didn't think I was being
discriminated against. The hair regulations
here are very lenient," Preble stressed.
Preble added that he did not know of any
cadet pressuring a lower cadet about hair
length.
"The PMS(professor of military science)
decides hair length." added Breton.
"Usually if the hair doesn't touch the
shoulder, there is no problem. Regulations
here have lazed up quite a bit."
Capt. Robert Michaud. an assistant
professor of military science, remarked
that a cadet's hair must be neatly trimmed,
but added that cadets aren't harassed
about the length of their hair.
• If they don't want to get their hair
cut,
they don't have to be in the program;
if
they do. fine. We don't lose any sleep over
it."

CampuqeQ unite conservation effort
by Martha Durrance
What is the University of Maine doing to
conserve energy this winter?
Each branch of the university system has
instituted energy conservation measures.
Shutting lights off when not needed and
restricting university vehicles to a SO
m.p.h. speed limit is common practice.
Plans include lowering temperatures to
554)0 degrees during vacation periods.
Temperatures in all buildings are presently
maintained at 68 degrees.
Changes in the school calendar are
considered unlikely unless fuel supply
problems become critical, but John Blake.
vice president of finance and administration at Orono has commented that -In the
event something unforseeable happens
tomorrow. we may have to change the
calendar."
If the christmas vacation is extended.
eterans could have problems receiving
their benefits. said Arthur Mrat of the
business office. "With vacations in er 30

days, veterans must re-apply to the school
and lose one month's benefits in the
process."
At Presque Isle, ecology students
petitioned university officials to reduce
building temperatures to 68 degrees.
Another group there is posting notices
above light switches reminding people to
keep lights off.
The Farmington campus has planned an
extensive fuel conservation program.
Roger Spear of the business office
explained, "We plan to close 17 buildings
during our month-long intercession. This
will bring us a considerable savings of
about 40.000 gallons of oil, or about eight
per cent of the annual consumption. It's an
amount adequate to heat a single family
house for 20 years."

The Augusta branch is having trouble
keeping thermostats lowered. Buildings do
not have control-preventive devices and
temperatures can be changed at will.
Classes are held there in a main building,
and the Augusta Civic Center. The Center
uses electric heat which shuts down
automatically one half hour before classes
end and starts up again in the morning.
Machias and Fort Kent have instituted
measures similar to the other branches.
At the University at Portland-Gorham.
officials say energy conservation measures
then resulted in the theft of Vice President
Walter Fridinger's car. Fridinger ordered
exterior securit lig'its turned off and his
car Vk as then stolen fm a dark parking lot.
Police later lot ated the ear.
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Maine high schools to hear talks on college life
By Lynn Peasley
Some of UMO's resident students will be
returning to their old high schools to
speak on college life, according to Mark
Hopkins. chairperson of the Committee for
Higher Education for Maine Youth
HEM Y)
The student senate committee is
currently recruiting students to participate
in the proeram. Hopkins said. He
explained that they will be expected to give
a short, informal talk to interested students
on the realities of life at college, and to
answer questions.
Guidance counselors and college
representatives adequately describe the
academic side of higher education.
Hopkins said. but they very seldom touch

aspects. He added that this is
oii tiic
often as important as academics to a
college freshman. Hopkins is concerned
particularly about students from Maine's
smaller high schools. who are often
intimidated by the comparatively huge and
impersonal university. The object of the
program is to encourage hesitant high
school students to try higher education, he
said.
HEMY was formed about five years ago.
Hopkins said, to help raise the low
percentage of Maine students that go
beyond high school. He said UMO students
have spoken at selected secondary schools.
since that time.
This limited program was successful
enough to warrant its expansion, this year,
to include every high school in the state.
Hopkins added. He said that the response
from the high schools contacted had been

a33
f

generally enthusia tic. If this year's
program is succes. ul Hopkins hoped that
it will be ctiordina d with other colleges in
the future to provide a more complete view
of college life, he said.

UMO students probably will appear at
their former high schools the week of Jan.
". when the high schools arc in session but
the university students are still home on
break. Hopkins said.

Classified Employees petition for election
The University of Maine Classified
Employees Union, Local 1824 of the
American Federation of State. County and
Municipal Employees AFL-C10 has taken
the first steps towards an election to
determine if physical plant employes on
the campuses at Orono and Bangor want to
be represented by a union.
Petitions have been filed with both the
National Labor Relations Board and the
Public employes Labor Relations Board
seeking such a representative election.
Both boards are studying the matter.

rur3

however no determination has been made
yet. The only apparent matter holding up
action is the necessity for determining
whether University employes are public or
pris ate employes.
If they are public employes the election
will be conducted by the Public Employes
Labor Relations Board, a state agency; if
they are private the election will be
conducted by the National Labor Relations
Board, a federal agency. A decision may be
issued in a month when a state court is
expected to rule on a suit filed earlier this
year.
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Westerman concurs with Walkup that
the university was prepared to increase the
women's budget. Although he admitted
that the men's program receives more
money than does the women's, he claimed
this is due to the men's extensive sports
schedule.
"The women determine their own
schedule and the university funds the
program according to the schedule." said
Westerman. adding that there is a limit to
the schedule, determined by the
conference in which the sport is entered.
He explained that if a sports program is
sponsored by the university, then "we
fund what is needed by the schedule."
This year's schedule includes eight
women's sports teams as compared to 14
men's teams.
Westerman said that he did not think
existing programs in the men's dept.
should be cut in order to create funds for
more women's programs. In order to
finance new teams, a budget increase is
necessary, he asserted.

Milk 1
6- -"` "
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participation. "The men hz.ve fulfilled the
criteria since many of their programs have
a longer duration than the women's
programs." she stated, explaining this
duration qualification as one of the
reasons for the discrepancy between the
men's and the women's budgets.
Another member of the women's faculty
agrees that some improvements in the
women's program have been made.
Rosalie Milligan said the sports coaches
feel the same way she does.
Students in the departments say that the
increased funding has put less strain on
their personal finances.
A member of the field hockey team.
Linda Levesque. said players do not pay
any personal expenses for team events.

There are almost as many women as men
participating in sports programs; 965 men
as compared to 845 women. Out of these
figures. there are 162 male and 101 female
phys. ed. majors.
The discrepancy between the men's and
women's budget shows a difference of over
$440,000 for 1973-74. The men's total
monies for the year is S544.-21. while the
women receive S100.013. These figures
include allotments for each department,
including intramural, recreation, and
athletic programs.
The present budget is within 1968
figures and is divided into two sections.
explained Westerman. Part I consists of
operating expenses for existing programs
which are currently frozen at 1970 levels.
Part II concerns monies for new and
expanded programs. Westerman said his
office requested an increase of $42,000 for
the women's dept. under this section but
was denied any additional funds.
The S7.000 increase in the women's
budget allowed a women's jayvee field
hockey team to he organized and the
varsity field hockey team received badly
needed new uniforms. The volleyball
schedule has been extended to include
more games.
In addition, this year the women's dept.
is being allowed to initiate a scholarship
program by the women's conference. The
men receive $6,000 a year in shcolarships
from the Black Bear Hall of Fame as
private monies.
According to Walkup. funding of the
sports program depends on duration and

Mary Jo Walkup
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another $30 I'm out of it," she remarked.
"It gets pretty bad when one has to pick
sports according to how much it costs."
She is not the only skeptic concerning
women's sports funding. Myrna Johnston,
a former phys. ed. major. said the girls
have been wearing the same uniforms for
years. The dept. did receive new uniforms
this year. and Johnston suspects that one
sport's budget was cut to create these
funds.
Johnston noted marked discrepancies
between the men's and women's sports
programs. Denied the opportunity to see
the men's budget, she believes that the
men's department spent more money on
athletic tape alone last year than is in the
entire women's budget.
She also said that in order for the
• women•s tennis team to practice they
might have to use personal funds to play on
lighted courts in Hampden. She is of the
strong opinion that the men's practice
sessions do not cost them anything. She
asked, "Who pays for the $30 sneakers
that the boys wear?"
Johnston remarked that the women's
P.E. department attitude is to take things
slowly. The department warns critics of
present status. "You students weren't
around ten years ago to see what it was like
then," she said.
Another student. Susan Smith. also said
that the tennis team would have to pay for
the courts in Hampden but believes that
the men's team doesn't have this expense
because they don't have winter practice
since they start the season earlier.
One exception to the funding schedule is
the ski team, which must supply its own
equipment which. Walkup says, is due to
the high expense.
Levesque is a member of the ski team.
also, and said the team gets minimal
funding, although she is not positive of the
amount. Most of the funding. she added.
pays for entry fees and transportation.
Members must provide their own
equipment and finance lift tickets. In
addition. Levesque continued, team
members must practice on a nearby
mountain which is an additional expense.

Members of other women's sports teams
do not pay any personal expenses, she
said, although they were sometimes forced
to last year.
Debbie Westman. also a department
major. said that last year she had to pay
some volleyball expenses out of her pocket.
but so far this year that has not been the
case.
Another student. Maxine Michaud. said
there is better funding this vear compared
to last year. Last year
she received $2 for
meals at volleyball
meets, but now this
has been extended to
as high as $6. Last
.16ZAItIWOUint
year she had to dish
out $30 for the
S
volleyball regionals.
10% discount with I.D.
However, she said
she has received no
fake furs
assurance the unwools
iversity will assume
team finances for the
Mon.-Sat. 9:30-4:30
event this year.
947-7882
"I'm skeptical. If I
23 Franklin St., Bangor
have to dish out
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Harold Westerman
According to the men's ski team. the
situation is similar. Don Taylor. a former
team member, believes their budget to be
under $500. "Each team member must
dish out money for their own equipment
which ranges between S300-S600 a year."
he said.
Faylor further explained that university
funding covers only the entry fees and
minimal living expenses.
During trips. Taylor added, the host
schools provide living arrangements. and
often the lift tickets are provided by the
courtesy of the mountain. He believes a
similar arrangement is also available to
the women's ski team.
Recently another minimally funded team
held a special event in order to raise funds.
The men's and women's swim teams
sponsored a swimmathon to increase the
number of meets and pay. for tray el
expenses.
Currently, the women's gymnastics
team is without uniforms, asserts
department head Walkup. explaining that
funding depends on the relative expense of
the sport. The goal. she said. "is to get the
maximum participation with the smallest
amount of funds." Volleyball and
basketball are inexpensive sports. she
added.
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